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W HEN, early in the morning of February 18, 1546, in the lit-
tle town of Eisleben in Germany, 
Martin Luther closed his eyes in 
death, one of the world's greatest 
was removed from the scene of 
history. 
Luther lived during a period 
which marked a turning point in 
the history of the world, a period 
known as the beginning of the 
modern era. European nations 
vied with one another for the ex-
ploration, conquest, and exploita-
tion of the New World which Co-
lumbus had discovered. The rift 
between the papacy and the politi-
cal states was noticeably widening 
since Henry VIII had cut the 
bonds between England and 
Rome. The Netherlands was re-
volting against the tyranny of 
Spain. France was persecuting and 
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driving out of the country the 
Huguenots, a class of citizens 
which constituted the best of her 
population. 
Amid these turbulent times Lu-
ther had spent an active life. His 
hammer strokes when posting his 
95 theses on the door of the Castle 
Church in Wittenberg had rever-
berated throughout Europe and 
marked the beginning of the need-
ed reformation of the Church. His 
courageous stand before the im-
perial diet of Worms had become 
an inspiration to churchmen and 
princes to take a firm stand on 
sound principles. His educational 
reforms had ushered in a new era 
on all levels of education so that 
Martin Luther today is acclaimed 
as one of the foremost pioneers in 
the development of our modern 
educational thought and practice. 
One can readily understand Lu-
ther's sentiments when shortly be-
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fore his death he wrote to a friend, 
"I am sick of this world, and the 
world is sick of me; it will not be 
difficult for us to part as a guest 
quits his inn." Luther realized 
that his was a battle against the 
forces of evil in this world. In this 
fight he stood four-square on the 
principles of Holy Writ. One of 
his greatest accomplishments 
was his translation of the Bible 
into the vernacular of his nation, 
which to a great extent became 
basic for our English King James 
Version of the Holy Scriptures. 
If viewed in this light, the 
achievements of the great Re-
former cannot be overestimated. 
There is no foundation for the 
recent charge of Thomas Mann 
that Luther's refusal to support 
the peasants' uprising under the 
leadership of Thomas M uenzer 
makes him responsible for the ar-
rogance of the German junkers 
which now has caused the col-
lapse of the nation as a result of 
the greatest war in the history of 
the world. 
Throughout the Protestant 
world the quadricentennial of the 
death of Martin Luther is being 
commemorated this year. The 
Church and the world will do 
well to pause and to reflect upon 
the life and principles of one 
whose influence marks him as one 
of the modern world's greatest 
benefactors. Now, when the world 
again stands at the crossroads of 
history, the Scriptural principles 
which Martin Luther so valiantly 
defended are mankind's only hope 
for the future. 
Education-minded War 
Veterans 
OUR large universities and col-leges are being flooded with 
war veterans. Ex-soldiers who 
want higher education will have 
to enroll in the smaller schools 
which still have room. That is 
the opinion of the Veterans Ad-
ministration. 
It is expected that next fall 
will find all schools filled to capac-
ity with veterans and other stu-
dents on waiting lists. The sum-
marized report of a survey by the 
Veterans Administration covering 
more than 1,200 colleges and uni-
versities revealed the following 
conditions: 
1. The December enrollment of 1,200 
schools was about 936,ooo, includ-
ing 1oo,ooo servicemen. 
2. Capacity of the schools is 1,336,ooo, 
or another 40o,ooo. 
3· School officials estimated capacity 
can be increased by only 101,000. 
4· While this leaves room for 501,000 
more students, the experts say there 
may be 6oo,ooo to 75o,ooo veterans 
seeking admission by next fall. 
This upward surge in the en-
rollment is plausible when one 
considers the depleting effects of 
--~--------~------' 
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the war years on the natural en-
rollments. On the other hand, it 
is gratifying to note that many of 
our veterans regard their educa-
tional career not terminated, but 
merely interrupted, by the war. 
The situation has its implica-
tions in several directions. Mar-
ried ex-servicemen may find the 
subsidy provided by the G. I. Bill 
ofRights inadequate to meet their 
financial obligations. Colleges and 
universities will find the needed 
expansion of their housing facili-
ties an insurmountable difficulty 
at this time. 
Alarm Not Necessary 
\\\\ THEN General Dwight D. Ei-
VV senhower was backed into a 
corner against a window by a 
group representing Service Men's 
Wives and Children's Association 
and was forced to answer the ques-
tions of these irate women, some 
sort of climax was reached in the 
demobilization hullaballoo. We 
rather like the picture of our top 
general being forced to lis~en to 
the protests of wives and mothers. 
Contact with reality is reestab-
lished. 
The spectacle of demonstrating 
GI's in almost every theater is 
causing many uncomfortable mo-
ments for Army brass. We confess 
we are not unduly alarmed by the 
spectacle. It is high time that the 
Pentagon echelon realize its de-
crees are not always altogether 
bright. It is absolutely baffling to 
read that Secretary of War Patter-
son was unaware that the Army 
point system stopped on Septem-
ber 2, 1945. We think the uproar 
is healthy despite the mutterings 
of a southern Senator that the up-
risings are Communist-inspired. 
We do not hold with alarmed 
editorial writers that American 
prestige and power in foreign 
affairs will suffer as a result of 
the revolting GI's. We believe 
that John Q. Public of England, 
France, Russia, China, Germany 
will marvel that the man in the 
ranks of America's armies can 
raise a prolonged howl over the 
antics of the brass without getting 
shot for it. The reasoning will be 
that the U.S.A. must be a marvel-
ous country to permit such goings-
on. It is definite proof that this 
nation's citizens are not militar-
istic in any sense of the word. 
The higher command of the 
Army is not to be blamed exclu-
sively for this indecision on de-
mobilization. The Army only car-
ries out the policy of Congress. 
In other words, protests should 
be registered with your Congress-
man if you think the occupa-
tional troops should be reduced 
to a minimum. Congress ought to 
spend some time listening to in-
formed observers, both in and out 
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of the Army, on the absurdity 
of maintaining huge occupational 
forces. 
On the other hand, we still like 
the idea of the GI's shouting down 
the brass. Throughout the war 
years letters in Yank and Stars 
and Stripes indicated that the 
commissioned officer assumed he 
was one of God's chosen people 
and that the enlisted man was 
a second-rate citizen. Too many 
officers were gentlemen only by 
an act of Congress. The tales of 
the erection of magnificent officer 
clubs where food and drink was 
always served while the enlisted 
man had the PX or a Red Cross 
canteen or some other hastily 
erected club house are altogether 
too common. Naturally, there 
\vere exceptions. We know of sev-
eral instances where certain zones 
were declared off-limits for officers 
so that the enlisted man could en-
joy privileges. Those instances are 
rare. The enlisted men in the 
Army and Navy are American citi-
zens and it is galling to see some 
insufferable officer ordering about 
another citizen or enjoying privi-
leges while the man in the ranks 
must endure privations. This is 
the Prussian military system done 
brown by the Pentagon hierarchy. 
So, we say, it is not too alarming 
to read about soldiers demonstrat-
ing. Such demonstrations will 
force us to clarify our foreign 
policy and our military occupa-
tiona! system. Then, too, we shall 
be able to do something about 
the military caste system. 
U.N.O. and Russia 
ONE would indeed have to be a calloused individual not 
to be stirred by the momentous 
meeting of the security council 
of the United Nat ions organiza-
tion in London. As we go to press, 
it is apparent that the honeymoon 
period for this new venture to 
establish and maintain a modi-
cum of peace in the world is def-
initely over. We do not lament 
the end of that period. Now the 
suspicions and distrusts of everJ 
nation ought to be brought to the 
council chamb~rs and be given a 
thorough airing. Whatever dis-
agreements there might be ought 
to be thorough! y discussed. This 
is not only good Christian counsel 
but good advice as far as a na-
tion's future self-interest is con-
cerned. The atomic bomb throws 
long shadows. 
It is interesting that the Rus-· 
sians have forced the first major 
test of the U.N.O. by raising the 
question of British interference 
in Greece and Java. Certainly 
Great Britain has much to answer 
for her conduct in the entire In-
donesian affair. Ostensibly British 
troops entered Java to disarm 
I 
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Japanese troops. However, it is 
hard to down the suspicion that 
the British were excessively wor-
ried over Javanese yearnings for 
freedom. Were the British to coun-
tenance such a revolt against 
Dutch imperialism, then the prob-
lem of India would become dou-
bly difficult. As for Britain's in-
terference in Greece, here again 
one wonders whether Winston 
Churchill's innate distrust of the 
Communists has permeated the 
Labor Party's ranks. It must be 
disconcerting to the leaders with-
in these two countries to read how 
Britain is determined to do the 
right thing and then at the same 
time be forced to submit to an oc-
cupying British force. 
AJ.l this is not to say that the 
Soviets are guileless in their pro-
testations over British imperial-
istic action. In Iran, specifically 
in Azerbaijan, there are right now 
a great many Russian troops intent 
upon seizing what Soviet Russia 
thinks belongs to her. By raising 
the issue of Greece and Java, Rus-
sia hopes to divert, temporarily at 
least, this troublesome problem of 
Iran's oil fields. 
It is a commonplace that Russia 
is realistic, not to say ruthless, 
in her foreign policy. Long ago in 
the League of Nations Maxim 
Litvinov used to taunt the other 
powers about their silence over 
acts of aggression. Now, perhaps, 
Andrei J. Vishinsky, vice commis-
sar of foreign affairs for Russia, 
may play the same role. 
Russia knows that the other 
great powers distrust her. She en-
ters most negotiations with her 
guard up and leading with her 
chin. If she can be convinced that 
in matters of territory and scien-
tific development, we bear her no 
ill will, then one may entertain a 
faint hope for a fairly last-
ing peace. Those white crosses 
over American graves scattered 
throughout the world can never 
let us remain indifferent. 
Jehovah's Witnesses 
A LMOST everyone has had some experience with this strange 
sect. As its forlorn members have 
stood on street corners silently 
hawking· the Watchtower} or as 
they have played their phono-
graphs at the doors of residences, 
these deluded souls have made 
their presence felt in the Chris-
tian community. 
The supporter of organized 
Christianity has difficulty, in the 
first place, in understanding how 
men can be brought to embrace 
this strange aberration of the 
Christian faith; and secondly, how 
that del us ion can move these peo-
ple to humiliate themselves pub-
licly. 
We have observed that the sect 
has the greatest appeal for those 
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on the fringe of our social fabric, 
who, in addition to being "ill-fed, 
ill-clad, and ill-housed," are large-
ly ignored socially, politically, and 
economically. However, once they 
become a Witness, they are no 
longer on the fringes of life; they 
are the elect. With a certain sadis-
tic joy they can look upon those 
who ignored and "oppressed" 
them, believing that their "op-
pressors" will suffer eternally. In 
their new faith they find a com-
pensation for all that they have 
suffered and are suffering. 
Perhaps if organized Christian-
ity made a more whole-hearted at-
tempt to reach the flotsam and jet-
sam of society, if organized Chris-
tianity became less of a "middle-
class" group and more of an 
agency for the enlistment of re-
cruits from every strata of society, 
the Witnesses and other sects 
which operate on the fringe of 
society would not lead so many 
astray. 
The Parables of Safed the Sage 
THE STEAMBOAT WHISTLE 
I HAVE traveled in other lands that have Microscopic Streams 
and much travel thereon, and re-
turning to mine own land of 
Majestick Rivers have found them 
almost deserted. For in mine own 
land people are in such an Hurry 
to Get There, they have no time 
to travel by water. But I like the 
Steamboat. And I have journeyed 
up and down the Mississippi and 
likewise upon the Ohio and the 
Tennessee, and I like the life of 
the River. And thus have I trav-
eled since very long ago. 
Now in the good old days, there 
were times when the River Boats 
ran races, and believe me, there is 
no race more interesting than that 
of two Steamboats, going ahead at 
Full Steam, and seeking each to 
get ahead of the other, and hop-
ing not to run aground, or to 
Blow up in the process. And once 
or twice in the good old days I 
have enjoyed a Race of this char-
acter. 
Now there once was a Race, 
and it was a Close one. And one 
boat got well ahead of the other, 
and the goal was only a Mile 
away. And the people on the boat 
that was ahead were so Proud of 
their Victory, they began to Blow 
the Whistle. And they Blew it 
and Blew it. And they were so in-
terested in Blowing the Whistle 
they forgot to watch the Other 
Boat. And the Other Boat was 
Saying Nothing but Sawing Wood. 
And when !the Boat that was 
ahead pulled around the Last 
Bend, and was starting in on its 
Last Half Mile, it was discovered 
that its Steam Pressure had gone 
Away Down. For it had been Con-
suming Steam as fast as the Boil-
L---------------------~----~----------1 
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ers could produce it, and it had 
No Pressure to spare. And the 
waste of Steam in the blowing of 
the Whistle was the act of folly 
that gave the Flace to the other 
Boat. 
Now there is a time for all 
things, as Solomon observed, and 
thus there is a time for the blow-
ing of the Whistle. But there is 
also a time when every ounce of 
Steam should be put behind the 
Push of the Piston, and trans-
mitted to the kick of the Walking 
Beam. Moreover, it is safer to 
wait. 
Now the lesson of this Truthful 
Incident belongeth unto others 
beside Steamboat Men. For I have 
known things not unlike this to 
occur on Dry Land. And I object 
not to Whistling on the part of 
those who have earned the right 
to Whistle, but it is not wise to 
Whistle Prematurely. For some-
times thou shalt peradventure lose 
thereby the chance of being a Vic-
tor. 
And he who is really Victorious 
hath not much need to Whistle. 
Chtistian Scholarship 
YALE's Kenneth Scott Latourette recently completed his monu-
mental and epoch-making work, 
The His tory of the Expansion of 
Christianity. This seven volume 
piece of scholarship which eclipses 
even that of the late Philip Schaff 
chronicles the history of Chris-
tianity with special emphasis on 
its missionary aspects. 
Latourette's scholarship is in-
disputable; not so well known is 
his vibrant faith. His Christian 
hope is particularly evident in the 
last volume of the series when he 
closes his chronicle with the 
words: 
The Christian is certain that Jesus 
is central in human history. His con-
fident faith is that in those who give 
themselves to God as they see Him in 
Jesus there is working the power of 
endless life and that from them God 
will build, to be consummated beyond 
time, the heavenly city, the ideal com-
munity, in which will be realized ful-
ly the possibilities of the children of 
God. This eternal life and this ideal 
community are, in the last analysis, 
not the fruit of man's striving, but 
the gift of love which man does not 
deserve, and are from the quite un-
merited grace of God. 
More Waste 
E VERYONE knows that nothing can be more wasteful than 
war, and many of us thought that 
the terrible wastefulness would 
come to an end with the cessation 
of hostilities. It is true that some 
countries-including our own-
have curtailed the spending of 
fabulous sums of money on the 
production of armaments; but in 
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recent months waste of another 
kind has been disporting itself on 
the stage of our national life. 
Strikes and the appalling effects 
of strikes have wasted millions 
upon millions of dollars and mil-
lions upon millions of precious 
hours which should have been de-
voted to production for the well-
being of the land. Furthermore, 
uncounted millions of angry 
words have been spoken and writ-
ten by labor and by capital. That, 
too, is waste. To the unbiased ob-
server it seems as though entirely 
too many of our citizens, big and 
small, have been expending far 
more energy on jockeying for fa-
vorable positions in the economic 
life of our nation than our eco-
nomic life can stand. Is it not 
high time for industry and labor 
to wake up and to realize that the 
waste which goes along with the 
warfare in which they have been 
indulging inevitably leads to 
want? Our country as a whole is 
wealthy beyond the wildest dreams 
of avarice; but even the greatest 
wealth in the whole wide world 
will eventually be dissipated by 
constant bickering and fighting. 
Should inflation, controlled or un-
controlled, swoop down upon our 
land as the result of strife in the 
domain oT industry and labor, the 
waste would be altogether too 
horrible to contemplate. Is it en-
tirely impossible to settle differ-
ences on the basis of the wisdom 
contained in the old saying, 
"Waste not, and you'll want not"? 
A Post-war "Must" 
I N his recent message to Congress President Truman emphasized 
the need of a balanced budget and 
the reduction of the public debt. 
He did not directly recommend 
the paring down of the bureau-
cracy that has mushroomed into 
gigantic proportions in our na-
tional government. However, this 
paring down is needed both for 
the reduction of expenses and for 
the safeguarding of our American 
individualism. 
Some time ago, Hans Bendix, 
writing in the Saturday Review of 
Literature about our country, 
stated: "In many ways, the Amer-
ica I have left is a different coun-
try from what it was in 1940. I 
have · seen changes creeping in, 
some of them little ones which 
may or may not mean much. 
There is, for instance, the slow, 
insidious rise of the bureaucracy 
we in Europe know so well, with 
its many little officials and their 
annoying regulations everywhere." 
The Chicago Tribune editorially 
echoes the same cry and somewhat 
more forcibly: "The country is 
being run according to regula-
tions and bureaucratic edicts 
much as is a big prison. Our keep-
ers pride themselves on being hu-
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manitarian. The glory reserved 
for each of us as we breathe and 
strive is that of being part of the 
parabola of a chart. Minute as 
are our several roles, we may lift 
up our hearts, for each of us is a 
dot going to make a curve of a 
'general trend.' " 
We trust that Congress will 
make this reduction of our bu-
reaucracy an important part of its 
reconversion program. 
Juvenile Vandalism 
ONE of the aftereffects of the late war is the upsurge of 
juvenile delinquency. The prob-
lem of the teen-age boy-and-girl-
criminal faces our courts and po-
lice officials. It did so already be-
fore Pearl Harbor. It has been 
with us with renewed emphasis 
since V-J Day. The best our state 
officials can do is treat the symp-
toms. The root and cause lies out-
side their sphere. Home, school, 
and church-these are the agencies 
that must be at work. The fact 
that we have the problem means 
that one or more of the agencies 
have themselves been delinquent. 
Recently, in one of our large 
cities, six young vandals broke 
into a public school, by their own 
admission, to steal money. When 
they failed to find any, they wan-
tonly broke or destroyed every-
thing they could lay hands on. 
The damage was estimated at 
$7,000. 
The boys will be punished, of 
course, but the act itself shows a 
condition in our society that is 
serious. One newspaper said, edi-
torially, "There seems something 
deeply wrong and ugly in a social 
fabric that can spawn such acts 
of youthful havoc." 
It is quite clear that behind 
the six youths involved there are 
homes, schools, and churches that 
have not done their duty. Unless 
the home, the school, and · the 
church cooperate in training the 
youth of America, juvenile delin-
quency will increase from year to 
year. It is high time to make up 
for lost time. 
The McCollum Case 
T HE three judges of the Illinois Sixth Judicial District have 
handed down their decision in 
the suit of Mrs. Vashti McCollum 
to bar the teaching of religious 
education in the Champaign (Ill.) 
public schools. Thus the court has 
vindicated the efforts of those 
who, in almost 2,ooo communities 
in our country, are endeavoring 
to supplement the instruction in 
our public schools with at least 
some religion. 
The court ruled that no consti-
tutional or statutory rights have 
been violated in the arrangement 
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of such instruction in the Cham-
paign schools, in which religion 
was taught one-half hour each 
week with Jewish, Catholic, and 
Protestant clergy and laymen act-
ing as instructors. The evidence 
showed, the court asserted, that 
no sect or religious group had ever 
been denied the right to use the 
schools in this manner, that sec-
tarian differences were not taught 
or emphasized in the actual teach-
ing, and that there was no evi-
dence that any child had ever 
been ridiculed or shunned, em-
barrassed or ostracized because of 
his participation in these courses 
or because of his religious beliefs. 
Mrs. McCollum plans to appeal 
the case to the Illinois Supreme 
Court. It will be interesting to 
await the outcome. 
What Are We Offering Japan? 
JAPAN lies prostrate at our feet. In less than four years, the su-
perior might of our fighting men 
compelled Japan's unconditional 
surrender. Since that time revolu-
tionary changes have taken place 
in Nippon. On January 1 Hiro-
hito told his people that he is 
not a king divine, and that his 
people are not superior to other 
races. Through the efforts of Gen-
eral MacArthur, the interlocking 
relationships between Shintoism 
and nationalism are slowly being 
dissolved, and the Japanese peo-
ple are learning that it is possible 
to view the state as an institution 
apart from the beliefs of their na-
tional religion. 
Other changes have taken place 
in Japan ... The equity and justice 
to be found in the workings of 
nature shall serve as a basis of 
action," said Hirohito in his fa-
mous New Year's rescript, there-
by acknowledging that there are 
natural rights possessed by every 
individual such as Americans 
claim in the Declaration of Inde-
pendence and the Bill of Rights. 
MacArthur assures the world, 
..Thought control and the abuse 
of education are no more." Hiro-
hito promises, .. Love of the family 
and love of country are especially 
strong in this country. With more 
of this devotion should we not 
work toward love of mankind?" 
In keeping with these pronounce-
ments, Japan is looking forward to 
election laws which will permit 
women to vote, lower the voting 
age from 2 5 to 21, broaden the 
base of educational opportunities, 
guarantee freedom of speech, and 
invest the Diet with greater legis-
lative powers. If the United States 
and other· countries of the world 
support MacArthur's policies and 
give Japan the opportunity to es-
tablish a democratic state, a mili-
taristic totalitarian form of gov-
ernment will not so soon again 
rear its ugly head. 
1 
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But there are dark shadows in 
this bright picture of Japan's fu-
ture. The masses of people in J a-
pan are hungry, homeless, cold. 
The new freedoms gran ted or 
promised them have called into 
existence a vast number of politi-
cal parties, each condemning the 
others and keeping the people in 
fearful uncertainty regarding the 
future. Furthermore, as Common-
weal observes, "Total war, the 
atomic bomb, and overwhelming 
force of arms are not an easy in-
troduction to Christianity." And 
what must Japanese think of the 
conduct of many American sol-
diers in Nippon which, if only 
half true, makes every Christian 
and respectable American blush 
for shame? 
Walter Van Kirk recently wrote 
in The Christian Century, "We, 
more than the Japanese people 
themselves, will be the architects 
of Japan's future." If this is true, 
then we need do more than help 
Japan reorganize its political and 
econmnic life. Then it becomes 
our bounden duty to help pro-
vide food for the hungry, homes 
for the homeless, and clothing for 
the naked. Yes, we need to do 
far more than that. We need to 
bring to the Japanese people the 
Gospel of Jesus Christ. We need 
to open Christian missions and 
make the Japanese feel that there 
is a bond which ties together the 
hearts of men of every race and 
color and class, the bond of a 
common faith and hope in Jesus 
Christ, a bond so secure that not 
even the destructiveness of mod-
ern warfare can sever it. 
All in One Week 
uA FLYING automobile ... has 
been successfully flown at 
Majors Field, Texas. The plane 
flies like an airplane and after 
its wing and tail structure are re-
moved-an operation which takes 
about five minutes-it can be 
driven home and parked in the 
family garage." -"Tuesday, Feb-
ruary 5, TWA will inaugurate its 
regular commercial air service to 
Shannon, Ireland, and Paris. It 
will cover the distance to Shan-
non in 13 hours, Paris in 17 
hours."-"The Army has devel-
oped a radio-controlled rocket 
which has attained an altitude of 
50 miles. It is reported that it is 
not beyond the realm of possibility 
that rocket weapons could reach 
any point in the world." -General 
MacArthur is quoted as having 
said, "The finest explosive in the 
world is our TNT. But that bomb 
dropped on Hiroshima was equal 
to 2o,ooo tons of TNT. It is al-
ready obsolete. We are now ready 
with one that is equal to 20 mil-
lion tons of TNT."-"Army jet 
plane crosses U. S., 2,4 70 miles, in 
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4 hours, 13 minutes, 26 seconds-
584.82 miles per hour." 
The above items appeared in 
one of America's dailies in the 
course of a single week. All rep-
resent the stupendous progress of 
science. Just a bit of reflection on 
what effect these ana further "mi-
raculous" achievements will have 
on the course of civilization leaves 
even the most sanguine optimist 
breathless and stupefied. In the 
meantime, regard for human lives 
seems to be vanishing in inverse 
ratio. Not even an overtone of 
horror of revulsion in the report 
of AP that the atomic bomb re-
leased on Hiroshima caused 306,-
545 casualties, including 78,150 
killed, 13,983 missing, 9,428 seri-
ously injured, 27,997 slightly in-
jured, and 176,987 "general suf-
ferers." Not a touch of sympathy 
in the report of the Bureau of La-
bor Statistics that 16,ooo workers 
were killed and 84,500 perma-
nently impaired in 1945. Never a 
word in the morning or evening 
paper about the wells of tears 
filled by survivors of those who 
lost their lives in an automobile 
accident, an airplane crash, an ex-
plosion in a chemical laboratory. 
And yet, life is man's most pre-
cious gift. \Vhat will it profit 
Americans if, as a result of further 
progress of science, they were to 
gain the whole world, but lose 
their souls? Not that we are reac-
tionary obstructionists. But we do 
believe that unless more people 
learn to appreciate the inferior 
worth of science and the superior 
worth of the human soul, and un-
less there is kindled throughout 
the world a flame of love brighter 
than the dazzling light of the sun, 
warmer than the heat generated 
by Bethlehem's hugest furnace, 
and more enduring than the 
energy of the atom, men will, 
through science, destroy them-
selves. That great flame of love 
is the most desperate thing needed 
in this atomic age. Only God can 
create it. He is anxious to kindle 
it in the hearts of those who will 
ponder the message of Lent: 
"Herein is love, not that we loved 
God, but that He loved us, and 
sent His Son to be the propitia-
tion for our sins. If God so loved 
us, we ought also to love one an-
other." 
The Pestalozzi Bicentennial 
JANUARY 12, 1746, was the birth-day of one of the greatest, if 
not the greatest, of modern edu-
cators, Johann Heinrich Pesta-
lozzi; and yet educational jour-
nals ignored or observed with a 
passing reference the Pestalozzi 
Bicentennial. 
A failure as a farmer and as 
manager of an orphanage, Pesta-
lozzi came into his own with the 
e$tablishment of his Institute at 
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Yverdun in 1805, when he was 
past fifty. Prior to the establish-
ment of the Institute he had writ-
ten the two books which present 
his philosophy of education-
LeonaYd and GertTude and How 
GertYude Teaches ReT Children. 
Pestalozzi's educational philos-
ophy furnished the basis for the 
highly efficient German system 
of education and influenced such 
American educators as Horace 
Mann, Colburn, Willard, Wood-
bridge, and Sheldon. 
The American Kilpatrick has 
well said: 
As the years come and go, it will, 
however, be the great loving heart of 
Pestalozzi that will most stand out. 
He did love his children and they did 
respond to his love. Men saw this and 
heeded. School children have been 
happier ever since; and besides that, 
they have learned better. This is the 
debt we owe to Pestalozzi. 
The PILGRIM 
uAzz the trum'P_ets sounded for him on the 
other side." -PILGRIM'S PROGRESS 
B Y 0. P. K R E T Z M A N N 
What Shall It Profit? 
I N all the long and bitter story of man, in all the numberless 
questions which he has asked of 
life, of the Universe and of God, 
one stands out above all others. 
... Man has always asked it .... 
Spoken by the lips o1 philosophers 
and poets, screamed by the living 
and mumbled by the dying, it has 
become the one great dominating 
question of all time: "What is 
life?" ... And as often as men 
have asked it, so often they have 
tried to answer it .... In Luther's 
day, over in France, Rabelais died 
in a fit of laughter calling to his 
friends: "Draw the curtain, the 
farce is played out." . . . Dryden 
said that life is a cheat, and the 
immortal Shakespeare had noth-
ing more to say than: 
Life is but a walking shadow, a poor 
player 
That struts and frets his one brief 
hour upon the stage 
And then is heard no more. The tale 
of an idiot full of sound and fury 
Signifying nothing. 
This mood is still the dominat-
ing mood of our own day .... 
Since 1918 the number of men 
and women who have taken life 
into their own hands and thrown 
it away has more than doubled . 
. . . All around us there is today 
a haunting sense of futility, a shat-
tering bewilderment, a restless ask-
ing whether the game is worth 
the candle. . .. Thousands do not 
want to live, because life is not 
worth living. . . . In his New 
Geography the late Hendrick 
Van Loon said that the whole of 
humanity could be packed into a 
box a half-mile high, a half-mile 
wide, and a half-mile long .... He 
added that if we balanced the box 
neatly on the edge of the Grand 
Canyon and gave it a gentle push, 
there would be a sudden splash 
followed by silence and oblivion. 
. . . "The human sardines in their 
great coffin would soon be forgot-
ten .... A mound' densely covered 
by trees and grasses would indi-
cate where they lie buried. 
And that would be all." 
L---------------~--~~~--1 
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We must face that squarely! If 
that is all that life and time and 
man signify, then there is no sense 
in living .... Then the restless 
tramping of the marching feet of 
men is an aimless journey from 
nowhere to nowhere, and we can 
do what we please, think what we 
please, and live and die like beasts 
of the field for whom there is no 
light, and no purpose and no 
hope. . . . I am sure-surer now 
than ever before-that life is more 
than that. . . . Long ago heaven 
came down to earth and told men 
that life was infinitely more pre-
cious and noble than they had 
dreamed. . . . Into the incredible 
shame and weariness of life our 
Lord Christ came and placed 
upon the life and the soul of man 
the stamp of a new price the great 
eternal value bought and paid for 
by pain and suffering and death . 
. . . "What shall it profit a man 
if he gain the whole world and 
lose his own soul?" Here was a 
new evaluation of the life and 
soul of man-all the world on one 
side of the balance and his lonely, 
weary, sinburdened soul on the 
other-and the eyes of God were 
upon his soul .... Behind these 
words were the long whisperings 
of the ages, "I have loved thee 
with an everlasting love; I have 
called thee by thy name; I gave 
Egypt for thy ransom; thou art 
mine." Above these words was His 
own tender and compelling love 
that would not let us go-the love 
that entered into our loneliness, 
and finally in the power and 
grandeur of the loving heart of 
God stretched out its arms on a 
cross to redeem us from sin-to 
give us again a true vision of life 
-life full, rich, and brave and 
free-life as God intended it to 
be .... 
"What shall it profit a man if 
he gain the whole world and lose 
his own soul?" ... It is enormous-
ly difficult to say these things to 
the modern mind .... It is hard 
for us to understand them. . . . 
The world is so much with us 
that this quiet decisive question is 
almost lost in the roar of the busi-
ness of living .... In one of our 
modern plays the author places a 
20th century man into the first 
century and shows us what hap-
pens. . . . He describes the influ-
ence of our Lord Christ on a 
wealthy family in Jerusalem .... 
One by one the members of the 
family feel the compelling impact 
of the Savior of men .... Only 
the head of the house, a young 
business man, remains untouched. 
... He sees his family broken up, 
he feels Jerusalem trembling, but 
he remains unmoved .... Finally, 
on the Sunday after the Friday of 
Agony, his old father is standing 
at the window looking up at the 
Mount of Olives watching the 
family go away .... Suddenly he 
cries out .... He has seen another 
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figure with them-the figure of the 
Nazarene-not dead, but alive .... 
He tells his son, but the son is 
busy with his accounts. . . . He 
does not deny .... He does not 
oppose. . . . He simply does not 
care .... The whole business 
means nothing to him, nothing 
to his conscience, nothing to his 
heart .... He does not know that 
in a few years that figure climbing 
the Mount of Olives will come 
back again in the noise and con-
fusion of war and before His 
crowned head and uplifted arm 
Jerusalem will crumble into dust 
and ashes. . . . He does not know 
that his one golden moment near 
Christ has come and gone forever. 
... He does not know! He is busy 
with his accounts! Turn the years 
forward and the miles westward 
and you will find that man again 
in every business in the world, in 
a hundred offices in America, in 
every church in Christendom .... 
He has become the bitter sorrow 
of God and the crying problem of 
the Church! He it is whom we 
must reach tOday as God gives us 
strength and time-reach with the 
words which will pierce his soul 
and stab his heart: "What shall 
it profit you if you gain the whole 
world and lose your own soul?" 
When all is said and done, the 
only answer to this indifference 
in the hearts of men lies in the 
Cross of Christ .... If today we 
are not sure of the importance of 
our lives, if we doubt the value of 
our souls, we must look to the 
Cross. . .. There is the final proof 
of how much we mean to God. 
. . . The Cross was the gift of all 
that God had .... It was the seal 
of all He has ever said about the 
eternal value of the human soul. 
. . . "What shall it profit a man" 
-by all His agony and bloody 
sweat He means it-by His cross 
and passion, by His lonely death 
and burial He means it .... The 
Cross is the last word of God to 
the human soul, pursuing it, seek-
ing it, calling it, even into the 
darkness of death .... Calvary 
and the Cross are God's way of 
setting down the price of the hu-
man soul so that nobody need ever 
again misunderstand. For 
three years He had lived and 
talked with men. . . . He had 
broken their bread and shared 
their sorrows. . . . He had told 
them of the waiting of God. . . . 
And on that first Good Friday a 
crowd poured out of the Damas-
cus gate-there were the heavy 
strokes of a hammer-and the cross 
dropped into the ground .... Now 
God could say no more .... All 
the blood from His head and His 
hands-all the tears in His eyes 
and the fever on His lips-all the 
agony of His soul and the pain 
of His heart-cried aloud so that 
no man ever born into the world 
could fail to hear: "What shall it 
profit a man if he gain the whole 
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world and lose his own soul?" . . . 
Men may turn away from that 
Cross, they may try to forget that 
lonely figure against a darkened 
sky, they rna y still believe that 
the world is worth something to 
them, but they can never again 
quite forget that their souls bur-
dened and sick with sin brought 
the Lord of lords to a Cross. . . . 
We turn from yesterday to to· 
day. . . . It is an old truth but 
ever new: That .accomplished re-
demption, that last great demon-
stration of the infinite love of 
God accepted in faith by the be-
lieving heart alone makes life 
worth living .... Pride will not 
do it .... Money will not do it. 
... It is a strange paradox of 
God that before life can reach its 
fullest and highest value, before 
we can really live, we must feel 
the need of Him-the need of His 
power-the need of His redeeming 
presence. . . . There is an old 
legend 6f a boy in the first cen-
tury who said to his father: 
"You must have been living in 
Capernaum when Jesus was there. 
What was He like?" "I do not 
know, my son. I never met Him. I 
had no need to seek Him out." 
... Next door another lad, "Fath-
er, did you know Jesus?" "Yes, I 
knew Hitn very well." "How did 
you come to know Him so well?" 
"My son, I was a leper." ... So 
God lets us see ourselves as we 
are, with all our sins and all our 
shame, until nothing but a Savior 
will do. . . . And then He enters 
life and we, our old selves cruci-
fied with Him, begin to see the 
value of life .... Now we can 
know what it means to stand in 
the long line of those who have 
come down through the centuries 
bearing in their hands the Cross 
of Christ-the symbol of a past 
that is dead and a future that lies 
forever in the nailtorn hands of 
the Rebuilder of souls. 
"What shall it profit a man if 
he gain the whole world and lose 
his own soul?" Few of us are en-
tirely and completely satisfied 
with our lives .... There are the 
old sins and the old troubles-
there are weaknesses and defeats-
there are the ghosts of yesterday's 
mistakes which haunt us as we 
face tomorrow .... Perhaps we 
have tried to compromise .... 
Perhaps we have made the great 
perennial mistake made by un-
counted thousands of trying to 
gain the world and keep our souls. 
. . . We must hear His warning 
voice again and again. . . . We 
must know that eternal hope and 
everlasting glory lie in seeing Life 
as He saw it from the altar of the 
Cross .... Only then will our 
own lives, often so weak and help-
less, be transformed by the hand 
of His power into preludes of 
eternity .... We may not have 
gained the whole world-but with 
Him it is well lost! 
European Vignettes 
By HERBERT STEINBACH 
ONE day late in the fall of 1944, while in the Saar region of 
Europe, I talked to one of the 
inhabitants there-a man of some 
6o or 65 years of age. He lived 
in a territory that has been kicked 
around for many years between 
the French and German nations. 
Out of sheer curiosity I asked 
what may seem like a stupid ques-
tion: "What nationality are you?" 
His answer, as I suspected. was 
typical of the futility of the 
border residents: "I don't know," 
he said somewhat slowly and 
thoughtfully. "A couple of years 
ago I was French. Last year I was 
German. Today, I guess I'm an 
American." And he beamed as 
this last thought struck him. 
What lie was trying to say was 
that he, and his people, were 
loyal to whatever power held the 
upper hand in their territory. It 
seemingly made little difference 
to them. 
• • • 
There you have a minor chord 
in Europe's War Symphony, which 
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the soldiers who were fortunate 
enough to return home unscathed 
would rather remember today 
than the din and horror of bat-
tle. 
These soldiers recall, not with-
out some pleasure, their experi-
ences with the people of the coun-
tries in which they fought and 
traveled. 
A few such sidelights from the 
E.T.O., which the writer encoun-
tered during his 18 months tour, 
are recorded in this article. 
• • • 
The hatred of the French peo-
ple in general for the Germans is 
traditional. However, the average 
American who hasn't been to Eu-
rope doesn't know how deeprooted 
is the displeasure of the people of 
Luxembourg for the Germans. 
A case in point is one which I 
happened to overhear while strol-
ling down the street in Luxem-
bourg City. The war was in its 
final phases. The Americans had 
freed Luxembourg from the hated 
Nazi fetters, and unlike the 
L-------------~-------~~~' 
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French, the people of Luxem-
bourg continued to remember it 
· by showing a myriad of kind-
nesses to American soldiers. 
After the Yanks got into Ger-
many, reports were drifting back 
to Luxembourg of how these 
American soldiers were being 
friendly to German gir Is. This 
rankled the people of the little 
duchy. 
On this particular sunny after-
noon, I was walking behind two 
Yank soldiers who were "on leave" 
from the fighting front. Coming 
towards them were two attractive 
Luxembourg girls (and Luxem-
bourg girls were noted for their 
friendliness) . 
When the American duo asked 
these girls for a date, they coun-
tered somewhat in this vein: 
"Did you just come from Ger-
many?" . 
The soldiers said that they did. 
"Have you been going out with 
German girls?" 
They admitted they had been. 
"Then we won't go out with 
you!" 
That is what the people of Lux-
embourg thought of the Germans! 
• • • 
Many Belgian people found the 
easy-going Yanks delightful con-
versationalists-and I'm not speak-
ing only of the young, but also of 
the older natives. Some of these 
middle-aged women, who had 
American soldiers stay in their 
homes while a group occupied 
their town, wept hot tears when 
the warriors had to go forward. 
I know a woman like that, who 
lives in Habay-la-Neuve, a small 
village where cows and hogs dwell 
in different quarters of the same 
building. She had a grown son in 
the British army. Along with her 
husband she conducted a small 
store in the front of her home. 
She was generous to a fault. She 
insisted that she wash and iron 
the laundry of her "boarders" free 
of charge. She prepared excellent 
deer steaks and French fried pota-
toes and trimmings, and when a 
soldier was reluctant to eat heart-
ily because he knew food was a 
major problem in that country, 
she felt insulted. 
This Belgian woman was a 
level-headed, self-educated person, 
and although she loved and was 
grateful to the Americans, she 
could read them like a book. I 
remember her saying in all ear-
nestness once after I re-visited her 
after the war's end: 
"Hitler was dumb! If he had 
loaded the Siegfried Line with 
bottles of cognac and women, 
his soldiers could have walked 
through the American lines with 
the greatest of ease!" 
She wasn't, by any stretch of 
imagination, sorry that Hitler was 
beaten. She was merely character-
izing her Yankee friends, whom 
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she accepted despite their weak-
nesses. 
... . ... 
"Ich bin kein Nazi!" 
That's what a middle-aged 
woman in Apolda, Germany, told 
me shortly after V-E Day. Then 
she went on to tell me who among 
her acquaintances were Nazis, and 
I got the impression that every-
one in Apolda except this partic-
ular person was a fanatic member 
of the Hitler party. 
Many Germans I met were just 
like this woman-emphatic in 
their denial of being a Hitler fol-
lower, and willing, even almost 
anxious, to point the finger of 
suspicion against their neighbors. 
"Deutschland iiber Alles" seem-
ingly was burning in their hearts. 
I recall that a woman of perhaps 
fifty years of age, who was run-
ning a printing establishment in 
Aschaffenburg which she inher-
ited when her husband died, was 
very curious as to what I thought 
of Germany. 
I began to tell her that I 
thought the debris was ugly, and 
that the people could blame only 
themselves-and Hitler. 
She cut me short and coun-
tered, "But don't you think Ger-
many is beautiful?" 
Its valleys and mountains are 
scenic, and the average home was 
more modern than those I saw in 
France and Belgium, and the peo-
ple were cleaner in their method 
of living, but many men, women 
and children were paying the price 
of Hitler's folly: they were hungry, 
and in the larger villages they 
were cold. 
I saw women and children 
scramble madly to forage the 
scum from our mess hall disposal 
can. Shattered windows, smashed 
walls, broken furniture, and de-
stroyed homes were a common-
place. 
"No, Hitler's Germany isn't 
beautiful," I told her. 
• • • 
It was in Aschaffenburg that I 
met "Willie the Wicked." He had 
a better -than-average home in 
a nearby suburb, and was being 
held in jail until Military Gov-
ernment and Counter-Intelligence 
Corps authorities could quiz him 
about his war activities. 
Willie denied any guilt, said 
he worked for a newspaper as a 
printer, and could he help it if 
that paper printed Nazi propa-
ganda? He needed bread for his 
family, didn't he? American au-
thorities had different ideas. 
At any rate I encountered Wil-
lie, because our Division was hav-
ing a book printed, and the estab-
lishment said they couldn't put 
it out without Willie. So every 
morning in the company of a 
guard I had to go and spring 
Willie the Wicked from the cool-
er, and every night I had to close 
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He seemed harmless enough. 
He had a pleasing personality-
but above all, he was a good crafts-
man and did an excellent job for 
us. What Willie's final fate was 
I haven't heard, but I know that 
like many another Nazi he was 
suave, and guiltless-in his own 
mind. 
• • • 
Aschaffenburg presents another 
side of Hitler's folly: stubborn-
ness! 
According to pictures I saw, it 
was a pretty pre-war village. There 
was no notable industry there, but 
it was a hotbed of Naziism. When 
the Allies swept through there, 
the inhabitants refused to give up. 
They held out, and the city, which 
had been pretty much without 
damage, was bombed by planes 
and shelled by artillery. 
Today there are few buildings 
still intact. The print shop, where 
we had our history published, was 
only partially knocked out, but 
every building on the four sides 
of it was totally ruined. 
I told the proprietor that the 
Americans had spared her shop 
only because we knew that later 
we would have our book printed 
there. 
• • • 
I wasn't one of those rear eche-
lon soldiers, who were the envy 
of their "line" brothers, nor was 
I "sweating it out" in the thick 
of action. I was an "in-between-
er," who experienced hazards, but 
wasn't fed a daily diet of shells 
as were the boys in the front line. 
In the early days of the war I 
was an operations sergeant in the 
6th Armored Division G-3 section, 
and some times we were a mile 
behind the lines, or closer, but 
many times we were farther away 
than that. 
I spent the latter portion of the 
war as the editor of our division 
newspaper. This brought about 
some exciting complications. 
We began printing our journal 
in Luxembourg City, when our 
troops were still fighting· in that 
general vicinity. We continued to 
print there during die remainder 
of our stay in Europe. 
A sketch of one of the trips we 
made to publish an edition dem-
onstrates what engrossing experi-
ence genuine "wartime travel" 
can really be. 
When my assistant and I left 
for Luxembourg our division was 
in the neighborhood of Frankfurt-
on-the-Main. On our return eight 
days later, we found our unit 
near Miihlhausen, 125 miles from 
Frankfurt! That's how armor trav-
eled on occasions in the E.T.O. 
The trip, which covered some 
700 miles, proved to be strictly 
an "endurance test." We had been 
given a balky French Renault 
sedan for the occasion, and once 
we were thrown into the ditch. It 
-
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took two cows and four Germans 
(no horses or oxen were avail-
able) to get us out. 
Numerous traffic jams and 
bridge repair jobs forced us to 
resort to back road exploration. 
One dark night, in the twisting 
mountains, it took from 8:30 un-
til 2 the next morning to cover 
what normally would have been 
a 10-mile jaunt on the main route. 
We were playing hide-and-seek 
with elusive bridges. Once we 
ended up in a potato patch. An-
other time we found the road 
dead-heading into an abandoned 
pillbox. 
How many towns off the beaten 
path we "liberated" we'll never 
know, but there was more than 
one hamlet which had not been 
previously traversed by G.I.'s. 
Cows weren't always handy 
when our Renault stalled. Once a 
German couple, funeral-bound, 
stopped and volunteered to help 
us push to get the car rolling. 
When crossing the Rhine at 
\\.
1 orms, we broke a gasline, and 
service stations being what ~hey 
were-non-existent-it took some 
fast talking at a nearby army unit 
to get the necessary part. 
During this repair job we were 
saluted by a couple of Heinie 
planes, and by the looks of the 
live ammunition that was bandied 
around it was determined the 
Nazi pilots weren't on spring ma-
neuvers. Later we got mixed in 
with a supply column and were 
strafed. 
And so it went. At the Luxem-
bourg print shop there were also 
a few idiosyncracies. Our work-
men couldn't speak English, and 
we didn't understand their native 
tongue. However, we inaugurated 
a sign language that managed to 
get us over the rough spots. 
* * • 
Seemingly one of the great mys-
teries, as far as the people of the 
home front were concerned, was 
how the soldiers managed to 
converse with people of foreign 
tongues. The formula was simple 
enough: Learn by talking! 
There are a surprisingly large 
number of European people who 
can speak some English, which 
naturally simplified our language 
barrier. I found many people in 
Paris and in Luxembourg who fell 
into this category. 
In Luxembourg City many 
people speak in four different 
tongues: their own, French, Eng-
lish and German. Most of the 
children today study English in 
school. I was told by one native 
that So per cent of the people of 
Luxembourg City speak some 
English! 
When we arrived in France, I 
found that only a very few of 
our soldiers knew any French. 
When we departed, many a Yank 
could throw together enough 
French and English phrases with 
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their gesticulations so that they 
could converse reasonably well. 
There was a noticeable increase 
in the number of soldiers who 
knew some German over those 
who knew some French. When 
we left Germany almost all of the 
men knew a smattering which en-
abled them to speak with the 
Maedchen or Mutter. 
My knowledge of French, prior 
to entry into that country, was 
limited solely to the corrupted 
phras.e, "Parlez-vous francais? 
Oui, oui, monsieur, Chevrolet 
coupe." 
In my case, my prime French 
tutor was the aforementioned 
woman in Habay-la-Neuve, Bel-
gium. She spoke no English, but 
she had an uncanny sense of the 
"feel" of our language, and many 
times when soldiers conversed in 
English in her house, and thought 
they could say things that she 
wouldn't understand, they were 
surprised and chagrined to dis-
cover that she had caught the 
meaning of their words. 
She was a patient tutor. For 
my benefit she would slow down 
her Continental "race-horse" style 
of conversation to a near stand-
still, and thanks to her I did learn 
some French. 
As for German, I had studied 
that at the university, and after 
coming into contact with the peo-
ple of Germany, I gradually re-
learned what I had previously 
been taught, and naturally added 
to my vocabulary. 
We Americans, however, didn't 
do all the learning. French, Bel-
gians, and Germans were eager to 
learn our language, and we often 
were tutors. So, turn-about was 
fair play. 
In respect to this language ques-
tion, as might be suspected, the 
children stole the spotlight. They 
soon learned to ask for candy, 
gum, and even cigarettes. 
One of our officers, however, 
had a surprise in store for him. He 
was strolling in a German town 
one day, not too long after the 
Americans had captured it, when 
he was accosted by a slip of a 
youth, who gave the typical Hitler 
salute and shouted in his recently 
acquired English, uHeil Truman!" 
This officer thought nothing 
particularly unusual about this, 
other than that this youth was 
quick to learn. 
His next customer had him 
stumped, however. He also gave a 





LATE ATOMIC NEWS 
~ The latest is a little hint as 
~ to the protection we shall 
need when the new atomic bomb 
is headed in the direction of our 
domicile. It comes from Julian 
Huxley, speaking over the Colum-
bia Network during his recent 
visit to America. Julian Huxley is 
the grandson of Thomas Henry 
Huxley, the English biologist and 
agnostic, and a brother of Aldous, 
noted American novelist and es-
sayist. This is a quotation from 
his address. 
"The other day I was talking 
to a distinguished English scien-
tist who had had a good deal to 
do with the construction of air-
raid shelters in the blitz, and asked 
him if he thought there was any 
protection possible against atomic 
bombs. He said he had been amus-
ing himself with making some cal-
culations, and he thought we 
would be moderately safe against 
the biggest bombs now being 
made, at a depth of 3,ooo feet, 
though it would be better to go 
down to 4,ooo. I am afraid my 
reply was that it might amuse 
him, but it didn't amuse mel" 
Then Prof. Huxley began to 
survey the possibilities of large 
scale use of the atomic bomb. Em-
ployed in sufficient quantities, he 
said, it might be used on a much 
more drastic scale for what an 
English physicist has picturesque-
ly described as "landscaping the 
earth." The technique is described 
as follows: 
"If you were to drop a mod-
erate number of atom bombs by 
parachute over the Arctic Ocean 
and explode them at the right 
height above sea-level, the entire 
Arctic ice-pack, covering thou-
sands of square miles, would be 
melted in the heat-and some 
·--~1 
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eminent scientists believe that it 
would not be reformed because 
it is a mere hangover from the 
• glacial period, and its glistening 
surface reflects back most of the 
sun's heat into space. But, once it 
was melted, the water would ab-
sorb most of the sun's heat, so 
that during the arctic summer the 
ocean would keep open. 
"If this is true, you would af-
fect the entire system of climatic 
belts of the northern hemisphere. 
For instance, as a physicist friend 
said, our climate in Britain would 
become like that of south-western 
Europe. 'That's fine,' I replied, 
'but would the Sahara stay where 
it is, or move up to the shores of 
the Mediterranean?'" 
Professor Huxley argues for giv-
ing the manufacture of these 
bombs, if they must be made, into 
the hands of the United Nations 
Organization. "If they are made 
in particular countries, it must 
be under the auspices of the UNO, 
and any bombs made must be 
kept in international bases, under 
the control of a truly interna-
tional police force." 
A few days later, Dr. Harold C. 
Urey, famous scientist, asserted 
the atomic bomb has brought the 
world abruptly to a choice be-
tween taking the road toward in-
ternational government or mov-
ing toward domination by some 
one nation. And he was seconded 
by another scientist, Dr. Arthur 
H. Compton of St. Louis, who 
told a forum conducted in Wash-
ington: "We must work toward 
placing all major war-making 
power, including in particular the 
use of atomic weapons, in the 
hands of a world organization that 
will serve as police to prevent wars 
between nations.'' 
The fears expressed in these 
suggestions are pointed up sharp-
ly by a statement which General 
MacArthur gave to the press at 
his headquarters in Tokyo. The 
General said warfare is no longer 
warfare-it is a question of civili-
zation. This is what he said, with 
no restrictions as to secrecy: 
"The finest explosive in the 
world is our TNT. But that bomb 
dropped on Hiroshima was equal 
to 2o,ooo tons of TNT. It is al-
ready obsolete. We are now ready 
with one that is equal to 20 mil-
lion tons of TNT!" 
Also the answer to the question 
why Hiroshima, though not astra-
tegic center, was bombed has been 
found. Our informant, just over 
from Japan, told us in this office 
that while Nagasaki, the first ob-
ject of destruction, was of great 
military importance, Hiroshima 
(he pronounced it with the accent 
on the o) was selected for an al-
together different reason. Even in 
a country which looks very com-
placently on immorality, Hiro-
shima was known as the greatest 
cesspool of vice in all the J apa-
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nese Islands. Practically its entire 
population lived on prostitution 
and more than So per cent were 
infected with venereal diseases. 
The city was selected more from 
the standpoint of a moral judg-
ment than for any other reason. 
This explanation, of course, rouses 
several questions for which we 
have no answer but the statement 
was made by an officer of high 
rank who had been in Japan since 
the surrender. 
WINNING THE JAPANESE 
A We have not yet seen any 
- comment on the most re-
markable story that comes from 
the conquered islands of Japan. It 
is the friendly attitude of the con-
quered people towards the victors 
who are now controlling the eco-
nomic and civil life in Japan, 
down to the price of a box of 
matches. Her Navy destroyed, her 
Army dissolved, . every business 
house and every bank controlled 
by the conquerors, here is a na-
tion as completely subjugated as 
any in the history of mankind. 
The least one could expect would 
be a sullen compliance with mili-
tary orders, supplemented with 
sabotage and assassinations. 
Above all, one expects the nation 
to find its voice at least for a pro-
test against th~ use of the atomic 
bomb. Not a word has been heard 
on this score. The people show 
only friendliness and cooperation. 
How, especially after the terrific 
psychological propaganda against ' 
America, this comptiant accept-
ance of defeat? If you put the 
question that way, you have the 
answer. For once, propaganda out-
did itself. These conquerors are 
so far removed from the picture 
of inhuman monsters drawn for 
the Japanese people even since 
before Pearl Harbor, that the 
amazement over the friendliness 
of the American doughboy, his re-
spect for persons and property, 
transcended all bounds and was 
voiced from one end of the em-
pire to the other. Imagine the 
male passengers in a street car 
jerked into upright position by 
the scruff of the neck in order 
that the women standing in the 
aisle might have seats! This one 
incident was a nine days' wonder 
in Tokyo and was supplemented 
by many silnilar stories which 
proved · that the soldiers in the 
streetcar had not been drunk or 
insane. For the first time in the 
history of Japan its common peo-
ple have had an experience of the 
kindliness of Christian civiliza-
tion. 
But how about the atomic 
bomb? Our information, coming 
from an eye witness, is to the ef-
fect that the resentment of the 
populace was directed not against 
the Americans but against the 
L----~~~- --- --- -1 
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political leaders, who had already 
lost face when the first incendiary 
bombs were poured out on the 
harbor cities. The people had 
been led to believe that the war 
was just about won; that the 
American Navy had suffered one 
terrific defeat after another; that 
the airplane carriers had been 
wiped off the Pacific; that a final 
victory was right around the cor-
ner. They had not warned the 
people about the possibility of 
bomb attacks. Hence no shelters 
had been built for the general 
public and for this the govern-
ment received the full blame, 
transcending all superstitious rev-
erence for the ruling class and the 
emperor. The ire of the people 
was directed against the govern-
ment. The destruction of the 
cities was accepted stoically as the 
fortunes of war. There is good 
will for the conqueror. There is 
a willingness to learn of Chris-
tian civilization. 
For all this notable change in 
the attitude of an enemy so re-
cently filled with fanatical hatred, 
we owe a large share to the wis-
dom, strength, and Christianity 
of General MacArthur. 
TRAVELOG 
~ Nominations continue to 
~ come in for the finest river 
front and the greatest city street. 
Among the streets which have been 
put into the all-star class on our 
suggestion of two months ago are 
some old favorites, foregone con-
clusions, like \Voodward Avenue 
in Detroit, Market Street in San 
Francisco, Euclid Avenue in Cleve-
land, Broadway, The Bowery, 
Fifth Avenue and Park Avenue 
on Manhattan, Chestnut Street in 
Philadelphia and St. Charles in 
New Orleans. Others, not so well 
known, have been placed into the 
class of main thoroughfares of 
traffic and trade-Wisconsin Ave-
nue in Milwaukee, Nicollet Ave-
nue in Minneapolis, Robert Street 
in St. Paul, Fayette Street in Balti-
more, Atlantic Avenue in Brook-
lyn, Bond Street in Columbus, 
l\1onroe Street in Toledo, Halsted 
Street in Chicago, and Olive 
Street in St. Louis. 
Surprising how many seem to 
consider Halsted Street a very 
notable example of vibrant and 
colorful city life. A drab and 
mostly monotonous street its long 
length, it seems to embody the 
dynamic west-side life of Chicago. 
Of foreign streets only Picca-
dilly in London and the Avenue 
de L'Opera in Paris are nomi-
nated, both by soldiers recently 
returned. It makes one wonder 
why the Strand in the heart of 
London and the seemingly endless 
Tottenham Court Road, stretch-
ing out to the north, have not 
made the same impression. We 
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still believe after these 40 years 
that there is nothing in western 
Europe to be compared with the 
Boulevard des I tali ens and the 
Rue de Rivoli in the great Babel 
on the Seine; nor with the main 
street, with its view of mighty Al-
pine peaks, that runs down the 
middle of Salzburg in Austria. 
We are surprised that three or 
four of our favorites have not re-
ceived mention. We supply their 
names here. There is Temple 
Street in Salt Lake City. For that 
matter, almost any street in that 
western wonder town should be 
counted among the great Ameri-
can thoroughfares. While Boston 
and New York were still laying 
out streets 35 and 50 feet wide, 
the standard width decreed by the 
empire builders whose monument 
is Salt Lake City was a hundred 
feet. 
Only Washington, D. C., has 
something to show that will stand 
up by comparison and we nomi-
nate Pennsylvania Avenue as one 
of the most notable and beautiful 
streets in the country. 
And what of Monument Ave-
nue in Richmond, Capitol of the 
Old South? Down its center, with 
dramatic spacing, is a row of very 
beautiful monuments to South-
ern leaders, among these George 
vVashington and his statue, one 
of the most beautiful in the world. 
You should read the inscriptions 
on the pedestals of Robert E. Lee 
and Jefferson Davis to get the 
Simon-pure unreconstructed senti-
ment of the Confederacy. 
Really, there is nothing more 
beautiful than some of the streets 
in Santa Fe, New Mexico, all 
built up in houses of pueblo ar-
chitecture. They are all beautiful 
but you find yourself in dream-
land if you walk or drive (you 
should walk) through the settle-
ment of artists and poets, down 
the center of which runs the in-
comparable Road of the Sun, El 
Camino del Sol. Some of these 
homes have achieved the last word 
in residence planning by being 
placed upon lots which retain the 
original desert surface-nothing 
but sand with cactus, Indian paint 
brush, yucca, and pinyon bushes. 
It takes genius to do that. And 
the interiors are like unto the 
charm they present to the tourist. 
I had occasion to visit every nook 
and corner of the home of Witter 
Bynner, the poet, and I know 
whereof I speak. But let us talk 
about homes some other time. As 
for river fronts, we don't seem to 
excel. But there is one subscriber 
up in St. Paul who accepts our 
challenge, thus: 
In the Astrolabe (The CRESSET, 
January, 1946) you invite opinion on 
river front developments in cities 
through which, or alongside of which, 
such streams pass. I think that by and 
large the Twin Cities have a very 
pre sen table river £ron t. Such sections 
~, 
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as could be developed have been, oth-
ers were left in their rugged natural 
beauty. Either the East or the West 
River Boulevard affords a drive along 
scenery that is so beautiful as to be 
breathtaking, especially toward the 
confluence of the Mississippi and the 
Minnesota. For that reason I have al-
ways considered the University of 
Minnesota Campus, the Minnesota 
Soldiers' Home, the Veterans' Hos-
pital, and Fort Snelling ideally locat-
ed. Such river development as the 
Ford Dam and the Ford plant have 
marred none of this natural beauty. 
As to beautiful thoroughfares I 
nominate Summit Avenue in St. Paul 
for the number one position, Summit 
beginning at the Cathedral and ex-
tending westward . to the Mississippi 
River. And closer to home, what's 
wrong with Rudisill Boulevard in 
Fort Wayne? There may be those, in-
cluding the writer of the Astrolabe, 
who will disagree. But you asked for 
my opinion. And here you are. 
------------------------____________ _.. _____________ _ 
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AND -MUSIC MAKERS 
Some Treasured Recordings 
(CONTINUED) 
BY WALTER A HANSEN 
l\ Would Bach have excelled 
- · Beethoven in the composing 
of symphonies if the art of writ-
ing works of such a nature had 
been developed during the Can-
tor's lifetime? Would Brahms have 
indited a better Rhapsody in. Blue 
than George Gershwin if music 
similar in quality and in char-
acter had been fashionable in his 
day? Could Palestrina have given 
to the world military marches be-
sides which those devised by John 
Philip Sousa would seem utterly 
insignificant? Could Richard Wag-
ner have outdone Mozart if he 
had devoted his pen to chamber 
music? 
What kind of answer can one 
give to such questions? Is it not 
necessary to reckon with the stub-
born fact that discussions concern-
ing music frequently lead to the 
spinning of qUleer-looking cob-
webs and to the fabrication of 
go 
strange theories? Is it not pos-
sible to honor Bach, Palestrina, 
Brahms, Wagner, or any other 
composer with all one's heart 
without indulging in all manner 
of suppositions as to what they 
could, would, or might have done 
if they had walked the earth in 
times and amid surroundings al-
together different from those in 
which they actually lived? One 
must guard against turning his-
torical perspective topsy-turvy in 
an effort to answer quaint ques-
tions or to buttress pet notions. 
It is often fascinating to revel in 
speculation; but sometimes specu-
lation, no matter how cleverly 
conceived, is worth neither pow-
der nor shot. 
Brahms has bequeathed much 
beautiful chamber music to the 
world. Devotees of the tonal art 
should hear and study it with lov-
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as it actually is, not as it might 
have been if it had been written 
by, let us say, Arnold Schonberg, 
Igor Stravinsky, or Walter Piston. 
This does not mean that compari-
sons based either on reality or on 
fancy are invariably stale, flat, 
and unprofitable; but it does 
mean that one should not over-
look birds in the hand because of 
a longing to catch birds in the 
bush. Bach as a creator of sym-
phonies, Brahms as a writer of a 
Rhapsody in Blue, Palestrina as 
a composer of military marches, 
or Wagner as a master of cham-
ber music are birds in the bush, 
are they not? Such birds some-
times catch one's fancy, and now 
and then it is fun to imagine 
that they are warbling enticing 
strains into our ears; but it is the 
part of wisdom· to see to it that 
they do not charm us to such an 
extent that we lose sight complete-
ly of the birds we have in our 
hands. 
A moment ago I began to say 
something about Brahms's cham-
ber music. Now I shall continue. 
I do not propose to talk about 
Brahms as a bird in the bush, 
neither do I intend to unburden 
myself of a lengthy disquisition 
pertaining to the compositions 
which he wrote for small groups 
of instruments. I shall select for 
discussion only one work from 
the chamber music which came 
from the great . master's remark-
ably powerful pen. It is the Sextet 
in B Flat Major for Strings, Op. 
r8, and I shall single it out at this 
time because the second move-
ment is made up of a theme and 
six variations. 
Why Roam Far Afield? 
f\ One could analyze Brahms's 
tiJ · writing on the basis of its mu-
sical syntax, so to speak, and from 
an examination conducted in such 
a manner one could learn much 
about the famous composer's phe-
nomenal skill. It would even be 
possible for a listener to give 
wings to a penchant for specula-
tion and to wonder-or even to 
conclude in all cocksureness-how 
Bach, let us say, or Beethoven or 
Rimsky-Korsakoff could or might 
have constructed variations on the 
engaging theme. But why hearken 
too intently to the birds that sing 
so lustily and, at moments, so 
temptingly in far-away bushes? 
vVhy not listen with the utmost 
attention to Brahms himself? Why 
roam far afield and overlook the 
abiding beauty which lies so close 
at hand? 
For many years it has been 
dinned into our ears that Brahms 
was a stalwart exponent of what 
is known as absolute music, and 
no one with even a fairly accurate 
knowledge of the master's works 
would be rash enough to say that 
this statement is untrue. Never-
theless, it would be altogether 
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wrong to take for granted that 
Brahms never yielded to a tempta-
tion to indulge in descriptive writ-
ing. If you feel inclined to shake 
your head in doubt, examine the 
piano parts-I do not call them 
accompaniments, mind you-of 
some of his songs. Look, for ex-
ample, with particular care at 
what pianists must play when, ac-
cording to what Brahms put down 
on paper, they intensify and re-
inforce some of the words in Der 
Schmied · (The Blacksmith). Can 
anyone miss the vivid suggestion 
of the pounding on an anvil? 
Yes, Brahms could write program-
matically-if I may use a common 
but somewhat ugly word-when 
he was minded to do so. 
Now listen to the third varia-
tion in the second movement of 
Brahms's Sextet in B Flat Major 
for Strings. Perhaps you will agree 
with those who discover in the 
'cello passages a suggestion of the 
wildness and the restlessness of 
the sea; perhaps you will declare 
that those commentators who look 
upon the variation as an admira-
able example of programmatic 
writing are dreaming forbidden 
dreams and seeing visions. which 
are against the law. Naturally, no 
one can prevent you from giving 
free rein to a longing for specula-
tion. You could say to yourself: 
"I am sure that Brahms, who was 
born in Hatnburg, knew what the 
sea was like. As a youth he spent 
much time in the taverns fre-
quented by sailors. Would it be 
utterly preposterous for me to be-
lieve that he was thinking of the 
sea and striving to give some meas-
ure of tonal expression to its rest-
lessness when he wrote this var-
iation? If, by giving wings to 
my imagination, I derive special 
pleasure and inspiration from the 
miniature masterpiece which is an 
integral part of the masterpiece 
as a whole, who is there to say 
me nay, and who is there to de-
clare, as though his own brain 
were the fountainhead of all wis-
dom, that my reasoning is pitted 
with holes?" 
Such ruminations on your part 
would be entirely in order. At all 
events, one dare not contend that 
Brahm5, the staunch apostle of 
absolute music, never tried his 
clever hand at descriptive writing. 
There is an excellent reading 
of Brahms's Sextet as performed 
by the Pro Arte String Quartet 
with Alfred Hobday, second viol-
ist, and Anthony Pini, second 
'cellist (Victor Album 296). The 
Sextet is one of my favorites 
among the compositions of 
Brahms which must be listed un-
der the heading of chamber mu-
sic. 
More Variations 
b Shall I mention the fourth 
~~- movement of Brahms's Sym-
phony No.4~ in E Minor, Op. 981 
Frankfurt A. M. 
DURING the war, many of the great cities famous in 
history and folklore suffered destruction through the 
bombing of military objectives. One of those which suf-
fered almost complete devastation was the city of Frank-
furt on Main. Only those portions which were evidently 
spared in order to become general headquarters remained 
standing amid the ruins of a once great city. 
However, there are some among our soldiers who still 
had an eye far beauty and picked up the few little odd 
ite~s that w;re to be found. In the following pages we 
present a number of reproductions of etchings made by 
an unknown German to preserve for himself and future 
generations some idea of the beauty and the architectural 
features of the old city. Staff Sergeant Hilmar Sieving, 
who brought them back, calls our attention to the fact 
that most of them were done during or immediately after 
the bombings from photographs and from the memory 
of the artist, Edmund Kuth. It is to be hoped that the 
service which this man rendered his own city will be 
repeated in many of the other ctties that were so com-
pletely destroyed in order that the art loving people of 
the world may still be able to refresh their souls on some 
of the beauties which have now been completely wrecked. 
ADALBERT R. KRETZMANN 
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It is a wonderful example of 
breath-taking skill in the art of 
devising variations. Some scholars 
call it a passacaglia; others call it 
a chaconne. 
Among the recorded readings 
of Brahms's Fourth I myself pre-
fer a performance by the B.B.C. 
Symphony Orchestra under Bruno 
Walter (Victor Album 242) and 
an exposition by the Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra under Serge 
Koussevitzky (Victor Album 730). 
Since I have devoted a large 
part of a previous ~apt~r in ~is 
series to Beethoven s Erozca, which 
contains a remarkable set of varia-
tions in its fourth movement, I 
must resist a strong temptation to 
enlarge on the majesty of this 
great outpouring of beauty. I~ is 
important, however, to remind 
you that the impressive second 
11,10vement of Beethoven's Fifth is 
a theme and a group of varia-
tions. Hector Berlioz, who was a 
master of the art of instrumenta-
tion and a keen-witted critic, 
wrote that the Andante con Moto 
of the Symphony No. 5, in C M i-
n or, op. 67 
has characteristics in common with 
the Allegretto in A minor of the sev-
enth symphony and the slow move-
ment of the fourth. It partakes alike 
of the melancholy soberness of the 
former and the touching grace of the 
latter. The theme, at first announced 
by the united violoncellos and violas, 
with a simple accompaniment of the 
double-basses pizzicato, is followed by 
a phrase for wind instruments which 
returns constantly and in the same 
tonality throughout the movement, 
whatever be the successive changes 
of the first theme. This persistence of 
the same phrase, represented always 
in a profoundly sad simplicity, pro-
duces little by little on the hearer's 
soul an indescribable impression. 
If you are partial to Arturo 
Toscanini's vigorous way of pro-
jecting the awe-inspi~ing. beauty 
inherent in Beethoven s Fzfth, you 
will derive joy without stint from 
the performance presented under 
his direction by the NBC Sym-
phony Orchestra (Victor Al~um 
640). If you prefer Koussevltzky 
to Toscanini as an exponent of 
Beethoven's music, you will be 
thrilled to the marrow by the 
manner in which the Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra p!ays t~e Fifth 
under his leadership (VIctor Al-
bum 245). If you have a desire to 
become acquainted with the sym-
phony as Wilhelm Furtwangl~r 
views it, the reading by the Berhn 
Philharmonic Orchestra with 
Furtwangler on the podium will 
be worth the keenest attention on 
your part (Victor Album 426). If 
you have a desire to learn how 
Bruno Walter unfolds the majesty 
of the Fifth, a performance by 
the New York Philharmonic-Sym-
phony Orchestra under his mas-
terful guidance will give yo.u 
pleasure in abundance (Columbia 
Album 498). 
[TO BE CONTINUED] 
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SOME RECENT RECORDINGS 
SERGEI RAcHMANINOFF. Isle of the 
Dead, Op. 29. The Boston Sympho-
ny Orchestra under Serge Kousse-
vitzky.-A majestic performance of 
this dark and impressive symphonic 
poem. As an encore Koussevitzky 
conducts Rachmaninoff's own or-
chestral version of the Vocalise, Op. 
34, No. I4. Victor Album 1024. 
$3.68. 
JosEPH HAYDN. Symphony No. g8, in 
B Flat, Op. 20. The NBC Sympho-
ny Orchestra under Arturo Tosca-
nini.-Toscanini is keenly alive to 
the limpid beauty characteristic of 
Haydn's manner of writing. He 
adds an admirable presentation of 
the Scherzo from Mendelssohn's Oc-
tet in E Flat, Op. 20. Victor Album 
1025· $4·73· 
LEONARD BERNSTEIN. } eremiah Sym-
phony. The St. Louis Symphony 
Orchestra under the composer, with 
Nan Merriman, mezzo-soprano, as 
soloist.- This composition was 
hailed by the New York Music 
Critics' Circle as "the most out-
standing orchestral work by an 
American composer introduced 
during the 1943-44 season." I myself 
believe that Bernstein is overrated 
both as a composer and as a con-
ductor. Victor Album 1026. $3.68. 
DARIUS MILHAUD. Pro tee: Symphonic 
Suite, No. 2. The San Francisco 
Symphony Orchestra under Pierre 
Monteux.-A composition filled to 
overflowing with striking original-
ity and individuality of expression. 
The reading ·is excellent. Victor Al-
bum 1027. $3.68. 
CLAUDE DEBUSSY. Sacred and Profane 
Dances. MAURICE RAvEL. Introduc-
tion and Allegro. Marcel Grand-
jany, harpist, and the Victor String 
Orchestra under Sylvan Levin.-Ex-
quisite playing of two singularly 
impressive compositions. Victor Al-
bum 1021. $3.68. 
FRANZ LISZT. Mephisto Waltz. IsAAc 
ALBENIZ. Evocation, from Iberia 
Suite. William Kapell, pianist.-
Here young Mr. Kapell shows that 
he is a pianist to be reckoned with. 
The recording is superb. Victor Al-
bum SP-11. $2.36. 
JoHANNES BRAHMS. Alto Rhapsody, 
Op. 53· Marian Anderson, contral-
to, with the San Francisco Sympho-
ny Orchestra and the Municipal 
Chorus of San Francisco under 
Pierre Monteux.-The composition 
itself is soul-stirring, and the per-
formance mounts to lofty heights 
of impressive and unforgettable 
beauty. Victor Album SP-13. $2.36. 
PAuL HINDEMITH. Six Chansons: The 
Doe, A Swan, Since All Is Passing, 
Springtime, In Winter, and Or-
chard. The Victor Chorale under 
Robert Shaw.-Has Hindemith ever 
written anything more beautiful 
than these fine settings of poems 
from the pen of Rainer Maria 
Rilke? I do not think so. Mr. Shaw 
proves that he is a choral conductor 
of unusual ability. Victor disc 
11-8868. $1.05· 
PIOTR ILYICH TcHAIKOVSKY. The Swan 
Lake. The St. Louis Symphony Or-
chestra under Vladimir Golsch-
l 
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mann.-This is the latest in the 
series of Victor's Recordrama al-
bums. Golschmann conducts the 
engaging music of the ballet with 
sensitive understanding. Victor Al-
bum 1028. $6.04. 
LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN. Leonore 
Overture No. 3, Op. 72-A, and 
Prometheus Overture, Op. 43· The 
NBC Symphony Orchestra under 
Arturo Toscanini.-Toscanini un-
folds every phase of the subjugat-
ing beauty contained in these two 
masterpieces. Victor Album SP-2. 
$~.36. 
ALEXANDER GRETCHANINOFF. Credo, 
from the Liturgia Domestica; The 
Wounded Birch; Snowflakes,· Oh, 
My Country; Over the Steppe, Dew-
drops; Declaration of Love, from 
the cycle Aux Temps Heureux; 
Snowdrops; Ai Doudo; Lullaby and 
two Russian folk songs (On the 
Mountain and I'll Go, I'll Come). 
Maria Kurenko, soprano, with the 
composer at the piano.-Gretchan-
inoff is unquestionably one of the 
ablest song-writers of recent dec-
ades. The album is a fitting tribute 
to his outstanding skill as a compos-
er. Victor Album 862. $3.68. 
HECTOR BERLIOZ. Roman Carnival 
Overture, Op. 9· The Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra under Serge Kous-
sevitzky.-There have been nu~er­
ous recordings of this color-laden 
overture; but Koussevitzky's per-
formance sets forth the essence of 
the work most forcibly. Victor disc 
11-goo8. $1.05. 
FREDERIC CHOPIN. Nocturne in F 
Sharp Major, op. I J, No. 2. ANA-
TOLE LIADOFF. The Music Box. Nic-
oLAs RIMSKY-KORSAKOFF. Flight of 
the Bumble Bee (arranged for 
piano by Rachmaninoff). Alexan-
der Brailowsky, pianist.- Uncom-
monly sensitive piano-playing. Vic-
tor disc 11-goog. $1.05. 
GIUSEPPE VERDI. Overture to La Forza 
del Destino. The NBC Symphony 
Orchestra under Arturo Toscanini. 
-No one excels Toscanini as an 
exponent of the music of Verdi. 
Victor disc 11-9010. $1.05. 
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Good Diplomacy 
WARTIME MISSION IN SPAIN. 
By Carlton 1. H. Hayes. The Mac-
millan Co., New York, N. Y. 1945. 
313 pages. $3.00. 
MR. HAYES was our ambassador to Spain during the critical years 
from 1942 to 1945, when it was essen-
tial for the cause of the Allies that 
Spain be kept neutral in the war. 
His book tells of his sudden appoint-
ment to this task by the late Presi-
dent Roosevelt and how he under-
took it, thinking it would be for a 
short time only; it was three years, 
however, before his work was done. 
All in all the book strikes this re-
viewer as an excellent account of the 
work of an ambassador who did an 
outstanding job for his country amid 
extreme difficulties and often in the 
face of the most bitter criticism from 
the folks back home. 
We get a fairly clear picture of 
conditions in Spain during these 
years. It would seem that Franco was 
not particularly anxious to help Ger-
many, but he did not want Russia 
to win. He had no bitterness toward 
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Britain or our country. He did not 
like the 1 apanese. He wanted an in-
dependent France. Mr. Hayes did 
succeed in most of his objectives. 
Spanish shipments of wolfram to the 
Axis were cut down. There was no 
interference on Franco's part when 
North Africa was invaded by the 
Axis. He allowed French recruits to 
North Africa to pass through Spain, 
as well as allied airmen. Our intel-
ligence was permitted to operate over 
the border, and Italian warships in 
Spanish ports were released to the 
Allies, after there was practically no 
more use for them. 
In spite of much pressure from 
America in the way of criticism 
against what was called Mr. Hayes' 
indulgence with Franco and his Fa-
langist supporters, he stuck to his 
task and was able to keep the sup-
port of our State Department. His 
principle was that "regardless of 
what its government may be, whether 
one evolved from General Franco's 
or a restored monarchy or a republic, 
we should reciprocate and should cul-
tivate friendly relations with Spain." 
On that basis he operated during 
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these three years. He did what he 
could to put our country in its best 
light before the Spanish government 
and people, and neither by word nor 
deed gave anyone a reason for sus-
pecting that our government had any 
designs against the governmental sta-
tus quo in Spain. The success of Mr. 
Hayes' policy was a splendid vindica-
tion of his principles. 
As for the future, he holds that our 
government should proceed along 
the same lines. Let the Spanish them-
selves work out their internal prob-
lems and, as for us, we should seek to 
keep up friendly relations and co-
operate economically. We should also 
cultivate closer cultural relations and 
recognize the role of Spain and 
Portugal in Latin America. 
The book is a significant docu-
ment, one well worth the study of 
all who are interested in our foreign 
diplomacy. In the future this will be a 
vital part of the work of our govern-
ment, and if we are to be represented 
at all times as well and as ably as 
we were by Mr. Hayes we can as a 
nation be well satisfied. He deserves 
a special thanks for a difficult task 
well done. 
For gotten Men 
WE ARE THE WOUNDED. By 
Keith Wheeler. E. P. Dutton & Co., 
New York, N. Y. 1945. 224 pages. 
$2.50. 
T HE author covered the war in the Pacific for the Chicago• Times. 
His first book, The Pacific Is My 
Beat} was well received by the 
critics. In this book he relates the 
other side of all warfare, the for-
tunes and experiences of those who 
become casualties. He himself was 
one of them, being wounded in the 
bloody conquest of Iwo Jima. 
"I took a J ap slug under the left 
ear about noon the second day," he 
"\\Tites. "It went through my tongue, 
an artery, a nerve, my jawbone and 
a few other gadgets and emerged on 
the right side. It was pretty touchy 
for a while but fortunately I chose 
a spot five feet from an excellent sur-
geon for getting hit. He contrived to 
clamp the spouting artery in time to 
keep all the juice from running out 
of me. Since then I've been bouncing 
from one navy or army hospital to 
another." 
In writing about his own sufferings 
and experiences, Mr. Wheeler weaves 
into his narrative the stories of other 
sufferers, including those who had 
nothing left from the hips down, the 
handless and armless and also the 
f:l.celess. It is a realistic story and 
sometimes gruesome and requires a 
good stomach for reading. He also 
depicts accurately the unselfish serv-
ice of combat hospital corpsmen, 
medics and litter bearers, who are in 
the battle but not of it, whose mis-
sion is not to kill, but to save, who 
are unselfish, patient, skilled and 
tireless. Red Cross workers and army 
and navy nurses also come in for 
their share of well-deserved praise, as 
does also the relatively high morale 
of the sufferers themselves. 
Mr. Wheeler's primary purpose no 
doubt is to remind us that these men 
who fell and lived, many of whom 
will be cripples for life, must not be 
forgotten by the rest of us, now that 
the war is quickly being forgotten. 
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"These men will need help-not 
maudlin sympathy, but intelligent 
help," he writes, but he is not too 
optimistic about their getting it, for 
he closes his book on this note: 
After the last war the shiny plating of 
prestige quickly rubbed off the status of 
a veteran, and the glamor of a wound 
honorably received on a far-off battlefield 
proved to have little staying power. I 
doubt if human nature has changed 
much in a quarter of a century. The 
ebb tide of the Second World War, too, 
is likely to leave bitter cripples selling 
apples and shoestrings and resentful 
blind men behind news counters. There 
may be those who will make a grim ap-
praisal of the society for which they 
gave much of their lives, and they will 
find it wanting. 
Symbolic Sketches 
PERSISTENT FACES. By William 
Steig. Duell, Sloan & Pearce, New 
York. 1945. $1.50. 
PERSISTENT FACES is a collection of some ninety of Steig's sketches of 
faces that "appear often enough in 
life to persist as images in the mem-
ory." Everyone will recognize the 
faces presented here. We all know 
that "Hornet's Nest" with the wrath· 
ful eyebrows and the pouting lips 
had better be left undisturbed, and 
that wall-eyed "Hooligan," who looks 
cheerfully rakish and unwholesome 
at the same time, is a man to be 
avoided. Nothing that types a face 
is omitted from these rather untidy 
and angular sketches-the starry-eyed 
beam of a hostess, the elongated mas-
terful upper lip of the successful 
business man, the vacant butterfiy-
'tare of the moth about to be singed, 
and the ink-smeared nose of the aca-
demician who is roaring at his own 
pedantic joke. The "Man in Rub-
bers" is immediately recognized as 
the person who wears long under-
wear, protects himself from draughts, 
and is in bed every night at ten. His 
face is pure, orderly, precise, and des-
perately dull. In "Volcano," Steig has 
caught all the fire of the Southern 
European who erupts with as much 
vehemence and passion over the bou-
quet of a fine wine as over the 
strangulation of his grandmother. 
There is, this reviewer supposes, a 
great deal of symbolism in the faces 
presented here-in that of the con-
fonnist whose features balance each 
other in perfect accord, in that of 
the dutiful son whose eyes are those 
of a fish, and in that of the liar whose 
profile is a series of open and clack-
ing mouths. But symbolism aside, ev-
eryone will find in this gallery the 
faces of many of the people he dis-
likes and very few faces of his friends. 
PATIERSON McLEAN FRIEDRICH 
Perspective 
BIG BUSINESS IN A DEMOCRA-
CY. By James Truslow Adams. 
Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. 
1945. 291 pages. $2.75· 
1fN these days of strife and unrest 
Jl on the labor front and in the 
field of industry the citizens of our 
country should step back for a care-
ful look at what is going on about 
them. They should pay close atten-
tion to the word "perspective," and 
James Truslow Adams, the author of 
Big Business in a Democracy, strives 
in an able manner to give them what, 
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in his opinion, is the proper perspec-
tive. He calls his book "a brief study 
-according to my own method-of 
American 'big business' as a function 
of American democratic conditions." 
Since big business plays a prom-
inent role in the economic and po-
litical life of our nation, Mr. Adams 
has singled out General Motors, the 
biggest business in the entire world, 
for special examination. He con-
cludes 
that General Motors, and many other 
businesses, too, have so fitted themselves 
into the pattern of our American life, 
have become such a part of it, that any-
thing that benefits the country has to 
benefit them and, on the other hand, 
anything that is harmful to the country 
is bound to injure them. 
Mr. Adams is at pains to avoid 
presenting only a part of the picture 
to view. For this reason he deals with 
big business in its relation to pro-
duction, to new ideas, to expansion, 
to labor, and to many other aspects 
of our life and well-being as a na-
tion. He points to the shadows as 
well as to the brilliant lights. Those 
who read the book with care are 
bound to improve their perspective 
and, at the same time, to conclude 
with the author that "ours is not a 
finished economy. We have scarcely 
begun to begin." 
Prophet of Bolshevism 
LENIN. By Nina Brown Baker. Il-
lustrated by Louis Slobodkin. The 
Vanguard Press, New York. 1945. 
257 pages. $2.50. 
SINCE the Soviet Union is cutting all manner of strange and, at 
times, grimly foreboding capers on 
the international stage, it is impor-
tant that the citizens of our land 
learn as much as possible about the 
man whom the disciples and the 
champions of bolshevism regard as 
one of their major prophets. Nina 
Brown Baker's brief biography of 
Lenin, written primarily for youthful 
readers, is entertaining in many 
ways; but it is neither comprehensive 
nor authoritative. The book deals 
with Lenin in a fascinating manner. 
Its style is smooth and fluent. No 
one questions the right of the author 
to be somewhat eulogistic in what 
she says about the energetic and de-
termined man whose shadow still 
hovers heavily over a country com-
prising one-sixth of the surface of 
the globe; but the author, in turn, 
has no right to complain if a review-
er states in all candor that the book 
is by no means overweighted with 
genuine value. When the biographer 
states that Lenin's godlessness is 
"sometimes denied or glossed over by 
Russia's foreign friends," she is ob-
jective; for, as she herself declares, 
the famous Bolshevik's "religion was 
the service of his fellow man." Lenin, 
she says, "did not feel the need of 
any other, and he did not see why 
anyone else should do so." But this 
very conviction of his, coupled with 
the fact that, as the author acknowl-
edges, "he failed to take into ac-
count the deep religious impulse of 
the Russian people," is one of the 
most serious of the many charges 
which thousands of the tightly regi-
mented citizens of the U.S.S.R. itself 
and thousands of the opponents of 
Leninism throughout the world can, 
and must, lay at Lenin's door. Lenin 
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may have had many heroic qualities 
in his make-up; but the blight of 
communism which he and his co-
workers forced upon their native 
land and which is a real threat to 
many other lands will forever pre-
vent men, women, and children en-
dowed with common sense and free-
dom of expression from regarding 
him as a hero in the true sense of 
the word. Christians, above all oth-
ers, must look upon Lenin's credo as 
anathema. 
Literary Analysis 
THE QUESTION OF HENRY 
]AMES. A Collection of Critical 
Essays Edited by F. W. Dupee. 
Henry Holt and Company, New 
York. 1945. 297 pages. $3·75· 
T HAT there has been during the last few years a wide renewal of 
interest in Henry James is not sur-
prising. Among the present reading 
public there are a greater number 
of people of sophistication in the 
matters of psychology and of lit-
erary form. And there are more peo-
ple who realize that the relation of 
"American" values to those of other 
cultures is not a closed question. In 
the last fifteen years some seventy 
studies have been made of James and 
his work. Mr. Dupee has collected in 
this volume twenty-five essays as-
sembled in chronological order and 
extending from one in 1879 by 
Thomas Higginson, an early editor 
of The Atlantic Monthly, to several 
commemorating his centennial in 
1943· 
In the course of these essays, some 
of which are by the best critical 
minds of this century, James's achieve-
ment is analyzed and then evaluated 
in terms of numerous criteria. Can 
an artist uproot himself with im-
punity? Did James actually become 
an expatriate, or did he merely seek 
a better vantage point from which 
to observe the country he loved? Was 
he, perhaps, what everyone should 
strive to become, a citizen of the 
world? Or is this ideal hopeless and, 
in fact, undesirable? Did he waste 
his powers of observation on a mess 
of-not pottage, to be sure, but per-
haps parfait1-the meaningless ele-
gance of an effete society? Or were 
his powers justly dedicated to pre-
serving this finesse, the greatest 
achievement of western civilization? 
Was he an amoral esthete, or a New 
England-style moralist specializing in 
needless renunciations? Were these 
renunciations self-sacrifices, or self-in-
dulgences-escapes from the dangers 
of living? 
Are the ambiguities in the novels 
the elaborate expression of James's 
profound realization of the uncer-
tainty of life's values, or are they the 
unconscious result of his mental and 
emotional confusion? Was he unable 
to create characters that live apart 
from his books? Or does part of his 
greatness as a literary creator consist 
in his characters' being so closely in-
terrelated that they have no exist-
ence apart from this interrelation? 
The essays contain many brilliant 
perceptions. In 1918 T. S. Eliot 
wrote: 
James's critical genius comes out most 
tellingly in his mastery over, his baffiing 
escape from, Ideas; a mastery and an 
escape which are perhaps the last test of 
l 
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a superior intelligence. He had a mind so 
fine that no idea could violate it. 
In 1934 Edna Kenton compared 
his work with that of Hawthorne and 
William Story: 
America plus Europe equals what?-
this was the sum he set about adding up. 
America minus Europe was Hawthorne's 
simple problem; as Europe minus Amer-
ica was Story's more complicated one. 
In 1943, in a study of James's pro-
pensity toward violence, Jacques Bar-
zun observed: 
Endowed with the exquisiteness of a 
Lilliputian, his senses yielded Brogding-
nagian images. 
Writing in the same year on the 
contradictions in James, Philip Rahv 
declared that these 
are chiefly to be accounted for in terms 
of his situation as an American writer 
who experienced his nationality and the 
social class to which he belonged at once 
as an ordeal and as an inspiration. . .. 
James never faltered in the maze of these 
contraries. . . . And the secret of their 
combination is the secret of his irony 
and of his humor. 
Tribute to a Master 
SCHUBERT. By Arthur Hutchings. 
J. M. Dent and Sons, Ltd., Lon-
don, and E. P. Dutton and Co., 
Inc., New York. 1945. 2 33 pages. 
Illustrated. $2.50. 
ARTHUR HUTCHINGS' Schubert, which is one of the volumes in 
a series entitled The Master Musi-
cians and edited by Eric Blom, is by 
no means the definitive biography 
for which the world has been wait-
ing these many years; but it is a 
valuable contribution to the con-
stantly growing fund of literature 
pertaining to the great master and 
his works. Perhaps a thoroughly sat-
isfying and completely definitive life-
story of Schubert is altogether out of 
the question; for, as Mr. Hutchings 
declares, "we still know little of the 
man, and there seems little to know." 
The author begins his brief account 
of Schubert's career with the signifi-
cant words, "Among the lives of the 
master musicians Schubert's is the 
shortest; it is also the least meteoric, 
the least romantic in the Byronic 
sense." 
Sound scholarship has gone into 
Hutchings' Schubert. The writing is 
excellent, and the conclusions are 
founded on mature judgment. The 
author is at his best when he dis-
cusses Schubert's works. Those who 
make much of the fact that the com-
poser, shortly before his untimely 
death, had arranged to take lessons 
in counterpoint from Simon Sechter 
and, as a result, seem to consider it 
their bounden duty to deduce from 
this interesting bit of biographical 
information that Schubert's crafts-
manship could not have been of the 
highest order should pay particular 
attention to the following pertinent 
statement: 
Like other masters, including Beetho-
ven himself, Schubert desired contra-
puntal virtuosity beyond that which he 
already possessed, although no new skill 
in counterpoint could have made us wish 
that one of his great songs should be re-
written or the structure of his two finest 
symphonies altered. 
In making an assertion so bluntly 
and indisputably to the point and in 
declaring that one recognizes in Schu-
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bert's songs a "perfect union of po-
etry, instrument and personality" 
and that every attempt to define such 
awe-inspiring mastery is profitless the 
able author reveals an unusually 
sensitive understanding of the great 
composer's place of perpetual emi-
nence in the fine arts. His appraisal 
of Schubert's ability is grounded on 
reasoning far more trenchant than 
are the strange divagations of those 
critics and musicologists who opine 
in season and out of season that 
Schubert would have developed into 
a greater composer than he actually 
was if he had been subjected to a 
larger amount of formal training. 
The Appendices are especially val-
uable. They present a calendar of 
Schubert's life, a catalog of his works, 
succinct information as to the men 
and women mentioned in the body 
of the book, a bibliography, and a 
list of the poets who wrote the words 
which the master set to imperishable 
music. 
Biblical Curiosa 
OUR ROVING BIBLE. By Lawrence 
E. Nelson. Abingdon-Cokesbury, 
Nashville, Tennessee. 1945. 318 
pages. $2.75. 
AMONG the books prominently dis-played in religious bookstores 
is Our Roving Bible, by Lawrence 
E. Nelson, director of the Division 
of Languages and Literature, Direc-
tor of Graduate Studies, University 
of Redlands, California, published 
by Abingdon-Cokesbury Press during 
the past year. The subtitle of the 
book, Tracking Its Influence Through 
English and American Life, accurate-
ly describes the contents. 
Beginning with the tale of the 
Venerable Bede about Gregory I, who 
saw English slaves being sold in 
the Roman market-place in 597 A.D. 
and exclaimed that they were not 
"Angles," but "Angels," and Greg-
ory's curiosity about their homeland 
which brought about the Christian-
izing of England, on down to the 
request of Captain Eddie Ricken-
backer in 1943 that New Testaments 
and a selection of favorite hymns 
should be standard equipment for 
life-rafts in World War II, the au-
thor, an ordained Baptist minister, 
has apparently left no stone un-
turned to bring within the compass 
of 269 pages every interesting bit 
of information available regarding 
the influence of the Bible on the 
English speaking people as it is re-
flected in their language, their cul-
ture, their literature, their poetry, 
and their lives. The book is a sort 
of Believe It or Not about the Bible 
and shows that truth is still at lea~t 
as strange as fiction. Dr. Nelson pre-
sents 23 pages of titles of books 
which he consulted in preparing Our 
Roving Bible. It is a treasure trove 
of curiosa about the English Bible. 
For the student and lover of English 
literature as well as the busy pastor, 
the author has. prepared an elaborate 
topical index of 2 3 pages which is 
appended to the book. 
Among the hundreds of unusual 
and little known incidents and facts 
which influenced the lives and litera-
tures of English speaking people down 
through the centuries, the following 
are a few that intrigued the reviewer: 
J 
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Massachusetts once forbade the ob-
servance of Christmas (p. 52) ; writ-
ing poetry in the form of a cross 
goes back to the 16th Century (p. 
65 ff.); "Jack-in-the-box" originally 
referred to the host-box in Holy Com-
munion, and "hocus-pocus" to Hoc 
est corpus ("This is my body") (p. 
75); the bed-time prayer Now I lay 
me down to sleep appeared in slight-
ly altered form first in the New Eng-
land Primer (pp. 85, 86); the quota-
tion, "God tempers the wind to the 
shorn lamb" is not from the Bible, 
but from Sterne's Sentimental Jour-
ney (p. 122); the colonists were so 
opposed to everything coming from 
England that not one "quote" from 
Shakespeare is found in American 
literature previous to 1700, and Har-
vard acquired its first volume of 
Shakespeare about 1723 (pp. 131, 
132); the swallow (svala, svala-"con-
sole, console") and the stork (styrkaJ 
styrka-"strengthen, strengthen") get 
their English names from Scandi-
navian and Dutch legends about the 
Crucifixion (p. 205). 
Our Roving Bible covers the vari-
ous periods of English and American 
literary history in nine chapters or 
divisions and 39 sub-divisions. It is 
these sub-divisions as entitled by the 
author that catch the eye of the 
reader as he goes from one inci-
dent to another. Men with Growing 
Wings; Geneva Jigs; Horse Laughs 
and Hot Gizzards; Damaged Arch-
angels; The Reverend Cream Cheese; 
The Demnitio·n Bowwows; Sex 
O'Clock; are a few samples. 
All in all, the author has done a 
fine job of gathering together into a 
well arranged, well written, and beau-
tifully printed single volume a wealth 
of little known facts about our Eng-
lish Bible. One arrives at the conclu-
sion, after perusing the book, that 
the Holy Bible remains today what 
it ever has been for the American 
and English speaking people, The 
Book. 
w. A. POEHLER 
French Philosopher 
THE CREATIVE MIND. By Henri 
Bergson. Philosophical Library, 
New York. 1946. 307 pages. $3·75· 
T HIS is the last collection of papers written by Bergson, outstanding 
French philosopher of recent times, 
who died in 1941. The bulk of the 
volume consists of seven articles on 
various topics, written at various 
times during the first quarter of this 
century but here for the first time 
collected in English. An unusual fea-
ture is that there are two introduc-
tions which together comprise a third 
of the book and which are unques-
tionably the most valuable portion 
of it since in them the philosopher 
clearly and systematically sets forth 
his fundamental contentions and 
their bearing. 
Bergson's thought centers about 
the nature and importance of time. 
He holds that man's intellect is fash-
ioned for the practical needs of life 
and accordingly fits all that it deals 
with into spatial forms, since prac-
tical action must take place in space. 
Science, the extension of the intel-
lect, proceeds in the same fashion. 
This involves that even time is 
treated as if it had the characteristics 
of space and could, therefore, be re-
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garded as standing still and as being 
divisible into parts. Such a procedure 
is necessary and therewith justified 
for the purposes of action. But when 
it is used in an effort to understand 
the nature of reality, and especially 
of mind, it breaks down completely 
and ends in confusion and error be-
cause it cannot deal with the indivisi-
ble flow of time which is the essence 
of change and therefore of life and 
of mind. The only way in which we 
can grasp time is through intuition, 
through the direct experience of its 
flow, through "listening to the unin-
terrupted humming of life's depths." 
If then we carry the vision intuitively 
gained back into our thinking and 
take it into account there, many prob-
lems, Bergson undertakes to show, 
are solved, and others do not even 
arise. 
Bergson is a philosopher who 
makes every effort to present his con-
victions clearly and simply. Any dif-
ficulty that an intelligent reader ex-
periences in understanding him will 
probably arise from the novelty of 
his viewpoint. The two introductions 
in this volume may well serve as an 
introduction to Bergson's other writ-
ings and to his philosophy as a whole. 
Good Reporting 
OFFICIALLY DEAD. By Quentin 
Reynolds. Random House, New 
York. 1945. 244 pages. $2.75· 
Q
UENTIN REYNOLDS has Comdr. C. 
0. Smith, skipper of a Yangtze 
River steamer, member of the famed 
U.S.S. Wake, a gunboat anchored at 
Shanghai, tell his own story, and as 
it unfolds it develops into one of 
the most intriguing tales to come out 
of this war. Commander Smith's im-
prisonment in Shanghai the day of 
the Pearl Harbor disaster began it. 
Escape was the one theme of the 
weary, exciting months that fol-
lowed. The first escape ended in re-
capture. The second, made immense-
ly more difficult by the wily Japs, 
was planned with infinite care and 
successfully executed. Then began 
the chase, the tremendous hardship 
of crossing occupied China on foot, 
every hour fraught with suspense and 
the threat of failure and certain 
death, until finally Chungking was 
reached and safety with it. 
Between these two escapes were 
long hov.rs of solitary confinement 
ably employed by the hero of this 
piece in recounting his early life and 
thus bringing the reader up to date-
an arrangement that reveals the effec-
tive craftsmanship of Reynolds. The 
style, the language, and the arrange-
ment of the book are all the able 
results of a man skilled in the art of 
telling a good story. The spirit of 
this desperate adventure is that of 
Commander Smith, whose own his-
tory it is. The combination of the 
two are a credit to Quentin Reynolds, 
who has captured in vivid prose one 
facet of the multi-sided history of 
this global war. 
We appreciated particularly Com-
mander Smith's realistic treatment of 
the Japanese people and military. 
His sensible approach, gained from 
an intimate knowledge and associa-
tion with them, is a far cry from the 
hysteria generated among the Amer-
ican masses who could not tell apart 
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a J ap from a Chinaman or Filipino, 
if they saw them. 
De Profundis 
A SEASON IN HELL. By Arthur 
Rimbaud, in a new English trans-
lation by Louise Varese. The New 
Classics Series, New Directions, 
Norfolk, Connecticut. 1945. Sg 
pages. $1.00. 
R MBAUD was only eighteen when he wrote A Season in Hell (Une 
Sa.ison en Enfer), but he had already 
experienced enough frustration and 
debauchery to be well qualified for 
his subject. Born of a marriage of 
convenience, which was soon broken 
by his father 's desertion, he was made 
miserable during his early life by his 
mother's harshness and by her prohi-
bition against his associating with 
other boys. To the introspectiveness 
of his nature, which such treatment 
intensified, was added a great pride 
when, upon his entering preparatory 
school, he was immediately recognized 
as having a brilliant mind. But in 
his sixteenth year the Franco-Prussian 
War closed the school, and the im-
patient boy ran away to Paris and 
entered upon a series of degrading 
adventures that were interspersed 
with periods of writing. Chief of 
these adventures was his relation with 
Paul Verlaine, which brought him 
first inspiration and finally revulsion 
and bitterness. 
In A Season in Hell he recorded 
this bitterness, lighted, however, with 
glimpses of salvation and joy, and 
made constantly witty by his bril-
liant awareness of the whole scope of 
life. This wittiness has not been cap-
tured with entire success by this 
translator. To some extent this fail-
ure was inescapable, for certain terse 
I•'rench phrases have no counterpart 
in English; "chaque fils de famille" 
requires many more words, "all the 
sons of respectable families," and, 
furthermore, this English phrase does 
not contain the satirical overtone of 
the original. But there are other pas-
sages in which the translator has 
needlessly loosened the tension of 
the original. And occasionally she 
violates the unity of the diction by 
resorting to slang where Rimbaud 
has used a colloquial but standard 
word; thus, "saps" is used to trans-
late "bonshommes." 
Lamenting the fact that modern 
man has become Monsieur Prud-
homme, a self-righteous mediocrity, 
Rimbaud exclaimed: 
Is it not because we cultivate fog! We 
eat fever with our watery vegetables. 
And drunkenness! and tobacco! and ig-
norance! and self-sacrifices!-How far all 
this is from the conception, from the 
wisdom of the Orient, the original father-
land! Why a modern world if such poi-
sons are invented! 
He protested against what seemed to 
him the meaninglessness of life and 
even of damnation, writing with real, 
though witty, agony: 
I die of lassitude. It is the tomb, I go 
to the worms, horror of horrors! Satan, 
you fraud, you would dissolve me with 
your charms. I demand my due. I de-
mand it! a thrust of the pitchfork, a 
drop of fire. 
The next to the last section of the 
book is entitled "Morning": 
From the same desert, in the same 
night, always my tired eyes awake to the 
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silver star, always, but the Kings of life 
are not moved, the three magi, mind and 
heart and soul. When shall we go be-
yond the mountains and the shores, to 
greet the birth of new toil, of new wis-
dom, the flight of tyrants, of demons, the 
end of superstition, to adore-the first to 
adorei-Christmas on the earth. 
The song of the heavens, the march-
ing of peoples! Slaves! Let us never curse 
life. 
Decadence 
BRIDESHEAD REVISITED. By 
Evelyn Waugh. Little, Brown & 
Co., Boston. 1945. 351 pages. 
CAPTAIN CHARLES RYDER discovers that the vagrant fortunes of war 
have brought him back to the one 
place in all England around which 
so much of his own life revolved-
Brideshead, beautiful home of the 
tragic Marchmains. As he looks upon 
the valley, presently to be his military 
billet, on a misty winter's morn, he 
is lost in the memories which the 
ruined house and trampled garden 
evoke. He is carried back again to 
his first associations with it in his 
early Oxford days through his friend-
ship with Sebastian Flyte, youngest 
son of the Marchmains and doomed 
to dipsomania. One by one he meets 
the members of this strange house-
hold and is drawn into their circle. 
Sebastian's drunken defection breaks 
the thread for a time and it is taken 
up years later through an adulterous 
alliance with Julia, unhappily mar-
ried sister of Sebastian. Once again 
the thread is broken, upon the verge 
of be€oming respectable, when Julia's 
errant father comes home to die. No 
normal family this, nor yet their 
chronicler, who finds that his life 
has lost its meaning just when he 
should be reaching its crest. Evelyn 
Waugh has painted a clear picture 
of an ugly theme. He has mirrored a 
decadent portion of English society 
with fidelity. But his book, like those 
characters depicted in its pages, or 
perhaps because of them, suffers from 
the same fault: neither has any pur-
pose. Throughout his story he makes 
the Roman Catholic religion an in-
truder in a conflict that is never 
quite clear and never resolves itself. 
vVhen the final page is read the 
req.der is tempted to ask: "To what 
use and purpose all this writing? We 
always imagined the world must have 
people like this, but are they worth 
writing about?" 
Economics for the Layman 
TOMORROW'S TRADE. Problems 
of Our Foreign Commerce. By Stu-
art Chase. The Twentieth Century 
Fund, New York. 1945. 156 pages. 
$1.00. 
I N 1911 the late Edward A. Filene established the Twentieth Cen-
tury Fund as an endowed foundation 
for scientific research and public edu-
cation on current economic ques-
tions. 
Stuart Chase's Tomorrow's Trade is 
faithful to the high standard estab-
lished and maintained by the Fund. 
The book is an attempt to simplify 
for the layman the complexities of 
foreign trade. Mr. Chase maintaim 
that basic;ally foreign trade is an ex· 
change of "stuff for stuff"; that i{ 
francs, pounds, marks, and dollars 
were real money (as the late Calvin 
I 
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Coolidge apparently believed-"they 
hired the money, didn't they?"), one 
nation, by operating its printing 
presses, could buy everything its 
neighbor might produce. 
The author is of the opinion that 
too many Americans hold the wholly 
erroneous opinion that our high 
standard of living is dependent on 
a large volume of foreign trade. Mr. 
Chase repudiates this view with his 
"common sense formula": 
The stuff we produce as a nation, 
Plus the stuff we import, 
Less the stuff we export, 
Is a measure of our standard of living. 
If you are interested in interna-
tional economics, you will read with 
interest Mr. Chase's simple analysis 
of the problem of foreign trade. 
Costly Victory 
THE U. S. MARINES ON IWO 
]11\!A. By Five Official Marine 
Combat Writers. Dial Press, New 
York. 1945. 294 pages. $3.50. 
T HIS is the official story of the Iwo J ima operation as told by three 
Marine Corps Combat correspond-
ents and two Marine Public Rela-
tions Officers. It is a terse, factual ac-
count of how 6o,ooo Marines stormed 
a tiny dot in the vast Pacific, that 
had become an anchor in Nippon's 
outer defense. Without mincing 
words or waxing rhetorical it relates 
how and why 2o,ooo of them were 
killed or wounded on this 8 mile · 
square patch of volcanic sand and 
rock in 30 days of furious fighting 
that stained every yard with Ameri-
can blood. This is. the story of war 
-its preparation, its grim execution, 
its bitter cost. No matter who wins, 
war scores an irretrievable loss, but 
on lwo Jima, as in every theatre of 
operation, the page is brightened by 
innumerable examples of individual 
heroism, well expressed by Fleet Ad-
miral Chester W. Nimitz: "Among 
the Americans who served on Iwo, 
uncommon valor was a common vir-
tue." The tactical plan of the I wo 
Jima campaign is clearly outlined 
through a series of maps placed at 
the beginning of each chapter. In-
cluded in the book are 32 pages 
of photographs illustrating various 
phases of the action and taken under 
combat conditions. It also contains 
a number of pencil sketches. More 
than fifty of the concluding pages 
are devoted to a roster of the dead 
and missing-an honor roll of glory 
and a silent sobering commentary of 
the dread toll that war exacts even 
of the victors. 
Potboiler 
THE KING'S GENERAL. By 
Daphne du Maurier. Doubleday & 
Company, Inc., New York. 1946. 
371 pages. $2.75. 
D APHNE DU MAURIER'S ·bizarre new historical novel reached the top 
of the best-seller lists a short three 
weeks after publication. In addition, 
it was speedily earmarked for a lavish 
technicolor reproduction on the sil-
ver screen. A Literary Guild selec-
tion for January, The King's General 
presents a romantic-and largely fic-
tional-chapter from the bitter and 
tumultuous years in which Charles I 
and Oliver Cromwell fought each 
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other for control of the Island King-
dom. Over and over again the peace-
ful English countryside was scarred 
and ravaged by the armies of the 
King as well as by the forces of the 
usurper. Miss du Maurier emphasizes 
this colorful background to good ad-
vantage. Her characters are, for the 
most part, sharply and skillfully 
drawn, and occasionally the social 
unrest and the growing rebellion 
against the remnants of feudalism 
which still prevailed in England 
come brilliantly alive. Unfortunately, 
the plot concocted by the author is 
extravagant and rather desperately 
contrived. The writing is slipshod 
and mediocre. 
Pleasant Reading 
THE KENNETH ROBERTS READ-
ER. Introduction by Ben Ames 
Williams. Doubleday, Doran 8c Co., 
Inc., New York. 1945. 460 pages. 
$3.00. 
T HIS is a thoroughly delightful and entertaining collection of 26 
essays and selections chosen from the 
literary efforts of Kenneth Roberts. 
Among them are chapters from such 
well-known books as Northwest Pas-
sage, Oliver Wiswell, and Arundel, 
as well as essays from Trending Into 
Maine and For Authors Dnly. The 
amusing essay "It Must Be Your 
Tonsils" and the concluding chapter 
"Experiments with a Forked Twig," 
a dissertation on divining rods, ap-
pear for the first time in book form, 
and add an original touch to the vol-
ume. For a confirmed Roberts en-
thusiast, the Reader undoubtedly 
contains many favorite passages wor-
thy of re-reading. It also serves as a 
fine introduction to this American 
man of letters for anyone getting a 
taste of Roberts for the first time, 
and stimulating an appetite for more 
of the same (which was probably not 
overlooked by the publishers). 
As is inevitable in every collection, 
those chapters taken from Arundel, 
Northwest Passage and other works, 
as carefully chosen as they are, suffer 
from having been torn from their 
context. The essays, complete in 
themselves, are more effective. Ben 
Ames vVilliams has written a spritely 
introduction to which Nelson Dou-
bleday, the publisher, and just as well 
acquainted with the author, occa-
sionally takes exception. The Rob-
erts' trait which will appear most ob-
vious to the casual reader of his es-
says, is well stated by Mr. vVilliams 
thus: "He is easily aroused to furious 
indignation; and by what appears to 
be a law of inverse proportion, he is 
most violent about the little things, 
least violent about the big ones." 
And so we have him venting his rage 
over billboards desecrating our fair 
wooded wonderlands, over popular 
misconceptions of America by snob-
bish Oxford scholars, and over the 
utterly indescribable habits of Italian 
common folk-all to the vast enjoy-
ment of his less excitable audience 
who can appreciate his discomfiture 
from the comfortable depths of a 
platform rocker. The Kenneth Rob-
erts Reader is an armchair treasury 
of leisurely reading doubly welcome 
in a hectic age. 
A BRIEF GLANCE AT RECENT PUBLICATIONS 
A SURVEY OF BOOKS 
----------------------------~~~~-----------------------------
REPENT IN HASTE 
By John P. Marquand. Little, 
Brown and Co., Boston. 1945. 152 
pages. $1.50. 
I T's funny the way things happen, isn't it, when there's a war on?" 
These closing lines in Marquand's 
latest publication well indicate the 
lack of a real emphasis therein. Per-
haps the fact that this short novel 
was originally presented in Harper's 
Magazine is a clue to its strange 
brevity and pointlessness. 
One of America's top-ranking nov-
elists seems to have dashed off a pos-
sible social indictment without offer-
ing a real solution to the problem. 
Marquand is satisfied just to point 
out what does happen to some war 
marriages. Accordingly William 
Briggs, the war correspondent in the 
book, gives us the story as he pieced 
it together from direct statements, 
casual remarks, and significant si-
lences. 
Short scenes of the war in the 
Pacific are the background for per-
sonal problems of Lieutenant James 
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Boyden, Navy flier. Author Mar-
quand does succeed in conveying at-
mosphere effectively, for he has been 
in the West Pacific under the aus-
pices of the U. S. Navy. But the 
eager reader desires a good story with 
interest and meaning. 
HERBERT H. UMBACH 
SOCIALISM LOOKS FORWARD 
By John Strachey. Philosophical Li-
brary, New York. 1945. 153 pages. 
$2.00. 
T HE author of Socialism Looks For-ward~ John Strachey, is not to be 
confused or identified with the emi-
nent literary artist, Lytton Strachey. 
"\Vhile the two Stracheys are physi-
cally related, there is no trace of 
mental or intellectual kinship. 
The reviewer approached this work 
with a pre-conceived bias favorable 
to the book. But the many untruths, 
half-truths, and oversimplifications 
closed his more than open mind. 
Socialism Looks FoTward is a pam-
phlet and not a book. 
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I'VE HAD IT 
By Colonel Beirne Lay, Jr. Harper 
and Bros., New York. 1945. 141 
pages. $2.oo. 
T HIS is the second volume by Colo-nel Lay, former C. 0., 487th 
Bombardier Group. I've Had It is 
much t!te same in its quickly moving 
style as his I Wanted Wings. The 
story of Colonel Lay's journeys in 
France, both above and under ground 
in the months before D-Day are 
written the way he must have told 
them, over and over, to his family. 
Anyone- interested in the "true" 
stories "the boys" bring home will 
have ·a pleasant evening, a few chuck-
les, a few serious thoughts, and a lot 
of good will for the resourceful 
French when reading I've Had It. 
We commend Colonel Lay's choice 
of passage for his title page: 
Go out and into the darkness and put 
your hand into the hand of God. That 
shall be to you better than a light and 
safer than a known way. (from The 
DesertJ M. L. Haskin) 
L. L. PETERS 
I 
I 
Check List of Books Revievved 
October, I945, through February, rg46 
~EVERAL times a year THE CRESSET presents a Check List of books 
0 reviewed in the columns of this journal over a period of several 
months. This list may serve as a reminder to our readers as well as a 
brief survey of the books THE CRESSET for one reason or another has 
considered worthy of notice. 
The following system of notation is used: *** Recommended with-
out reservation. THE CRESSET believes these books have exceptional and 
lasting merit. ** Recommended-with reservations. The reservations 
are indicated in the reviews and are usually concerned with errors in 
morals or in facts. At times a book which is good enough in itself 
receives only two stars because its value is ephemeral. *Not recom-
mended. Reviews of these are printed in our columns for negative and 
defensive reasons. Usually they are almost entirely without merit. 
*** Against These Three, by Stuart 
Cloete 
*** The Great Geologists, by Carol 
and Mildred Fenton 
*** Cenci, by Arthur Hicks and 
R. M. Clark 
*** Principia to Wheeling, by Earl 
C. May 
*** History of the Church of Den-
mark, by J ens Kjaer 
*** God's Answer, by 0. A. Geise-
man *** Science Year Book of I945, edit-
ed by J. D. Ratcliff 
*** Great Religious Stories, edited 
by S. E. Frost 
***Men Against Pain, by H. R. 
Raper *** The Story of the Christian Year, 
by G. M. Gibson *** The Declaration of Independ-
ence, by J.P. Boyd *** Better Reading, by Walter Blair 
and J. C. Gerber 
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*** Christmas, by Randolph E. 
Haugan 
**ie America Is West, edited by 
John T. Flanagan 
*** A Nation of Nations, by Louis 
Adamic 
*** Atomic Energy for Military Pur-
poses, by Henry D. Smyth 
*** The Bach Reader, edited by 
H. David and A. Mendel 
*** Anthologia Lutherana, edited 
by Walter E. Buszin 
*** Marching Side by Side, by F. C. 
Proehl 
*** Cornelius the Centurion, by 
John Evans 
*** Legend of a Musical City, by 
Max Graf 
*** The Newspaper, Its Making and 
Its Meaning, by the staff o£ the 
New York Times 
*** The Age of jackson, by Arthur 
M. Schlesinger 
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**-tc We Move into Africa, by H. 
Nau *** A Benjamin Franklin Reader, 
edited by N. G. Goodman 
*** Algebra for Home Study, by 
Wm. L. Schaaf 
** ** Rickshaw Boy, by Lau Shaw ** Felix Mendelssohn: Letters, edit-
ed by G. Selden-Goth 
** Mesa Verde, by Christopher La 
Farge 
** Adventure Islands, by Sarah F. 
Wolverton ** Adventures and Escapes of G~:.s­
tavus Vasa, by H. W. Van Loon ** Young Man, You Are Normal, by 
Ernest Hooton ** The Wayfarers, by Dan Wicken-
den ** Enrico Caruso, His Life and 
Death, by Dorothy Caruso ** The Fates Are Laughing, by W. 
P. Crozier ** One Who Survived, by Alexander 
Barmine ** Storm Tide, by Elizabeth Ogilvie ** Twilight Bar, by Arthur Koestler ** Best Short Stories of 0. Henry ** Best Short Stories of jack London 
** A Short History of Germany, by 
S. H. Steinberg 
** So Well Remembered, by James 
Hilton 
** The Dawn of Liberation, by Win-
ston Churchill 
** The Public Debt, by William 
Withers 
** The Facts of Life, by Paul Good-
man 
** Struggling Upward and Other 
Works, by Horatio Alger 
** The White Tower, by James R. 
Ullman ** Woodrow Wilson and the PeojJle, 
by H. C. F. Bell ** Franklin, the Life of an Optimist, 
by Andre Maurois ** Per Ardua, by Hilary St. George 
Saunders ** So· Far, So Good, by Charles H. 
Towne 
** Shells by a Stream, by Edmund 
Blunden ** My Brother Americans, by Carlos 
P. Romulo ** Six of Them, by Alfred Neumann ** Best Film Plays of I94 3-44, by 
Gassner and Nichols ** The Killing of the Peace, by Alan 
Cranston ** America's Place in the World, by 
Nathaniel Peffer ** Chicago Murders, by Elizabeth 
Bullock, et al. ** With No Regrets: An Autobiog-
raphy, by Krishna Nehru ** ((E" Company, by Frank O'Rourke ** A Fellaw of Infinite jest, by 
Thomas Y oseloff ** The White Deer, by James Thur-
ber ** Last Leaves, by Stephen Leacock ** Stuart Little, by E. B. White ** Why Abstract? by Hiler, Miller, 
and Saroyan 
** Skip to My Lou, by William M. 
Camp 
** The Fundamentals of Electronics, 
by Henry L. Williams 
** The Red Pony, by John Steinbeck 
** january Thaw, by Bellamy Part-
ridge 
** Not in Our Stars, by Josiah E. 
Greene 
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** Where Do People Take Their 
Troubles? by Lee R. Steiner ** Days and Nights, by Konstantin 
Simonov ** Florestan, by Robert H. Schau£-
fler ** William Ernest Henley, by Je-
rome H. Buckley 
** Lost Continent, by Noel F. Busch 
** Most Secret, by Nevil Shute ** The Short Stories of Henry ]ames, 
by Clifton Fadiman ** Hercules, My Shipmate, by Rob-
ert Graves ** The Doctor's job, by Carl Binger ** A Child's Treasury of Things to 
Do, by Caroline Horowitz ** How We Live, by Fred C. Clark 
and R. S. Rimanoczy ** At Home with Music, by Sigmund 
Spaeth ** The New Gold Book, by Ely Cul-
bertson ** The Theater Book of the Year: 
r944-45, by George Jean Nathan 
** The Yellow Room, by Mary Rob-
erts Rinehart ** The Church and the Returning 
Soldier, by Roy A. Burkhart ** The Wind Is Rising, by Jules Ro-
mains 
** Beach Red, by Peter Bowman 
** Heritage of Fire, by Friedelind 
Wagner and Page Cooper 
** The Life of the Heart, by Frances 
Win war ** Lovely Is the Lee, by Robert Gib-
bing ** Leave Cancelled, by Nicholas 
Monsarrat 
** Atomic Energy in the Coming 
Era, by David Dietz 
** Focus, by Arthur Miller 
** 0. Henry Memorial Award Prize 
Stories, edited by Herschel Brickel ** Three Men in New Suits, by J. B. 
Priestley ** Home Fires Burning, by Robert 
Henriques 
** The jewish Dilemma, by Elmer 
Berger 
** The Quest, by Ludwig Bauer 
** Soviet Far Eastern Policy, I93I-45, 
by Harriet L. Moore ** The High Barbaree, by Charles 
Nordhoff and James N. Hall 
** Poems, by Franz Werfel ** Soldier of Democracy, by Kenneth 
S. Davis ** Rogues' Gallery, edited by Ellery 
Queen 
* 
* Meet Your Ancestors, by Roy 
Chapman Andrews 
* A Man from Kansas, by David Hin-
shaw * One Nation, by Wallace Stegner 
* Raw Material, by Oliver La Farge 
* Daisy Kenyon, by Elizabeth Jane-
way * The Marriage of josephine, by 
Marjorie Caryn 
* The Perennial Philosophy, by Al-
dous Huxley * The House of Europe, by Paul 
Scott Mowrer * The Question, by Dana Burnet 
* The Russian Story, by Nicholas 
Mikhailov * The Pattern of Soviet Power, by 
Edgar Snow * The Human Life of jesus, by John 
Erskine 
* The Far Shore, by Max Miller 
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* Ploughman of the Moon~ by Rob-
ert W. Service * Let Us Consider One Another, by 
Josephine Lawrence * This One's on Me, by Mischa Rich-
ter * Speak of the Devil, edited by Ster-
ling North and C. B. Boutell * My Weapon Is Love, by Elenor 
Yorke * Three o'Clock Dinner, by Joseph-
ine Pinckney 
* The Wide House, by Taylor Cald-
well * The Best Is Yet~ by Morris L. Ernst * Bones of Contention, by Lord Van-
sittart * Cass Timberlane~ by Sinclair Lewis 
* This Is Where I Came In, by Rob-
ert J. Casey * The Inquest, by Robert Neumann * Goodbye to G.I., by Maxwell Droke * That Girl from Memphis, by Wil-





Majestic chords of 
Faith and love, 
A strain of loveliness 
Once heard 
But since forgotten-





Give me strength ... 
Moon haze 




With their might; 
Strength-giver, 
Sustain Thou me 
Now! 
-DOROTHY MEYER 
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Blue Tide 
In the beginning 
God created 
time. 
There was Adam 
and he, his first transgression done, 
heard now the strange new 
ticking of the gift of God, 
and feared. 
A tiny stream began its course. 
Man dug the tunnels 
and built the bridges 
and strung the wires 
to make the stream's calm trickle 
calmer. He failed. 
Blue tide swelled to a swollen mass, 
crushed the screaming nations of the world 
like some mad, grinning monster out of bonds. 
Whispers grew hoarse, death came 
too soon-all 
too soon. 
The human mind could not 
dry up the ocean with a fan, 
so man, like an ostrich, dug his head 
into the earth, 
covered his fears with pitch: 
Time is but nonsense; days and minutes go, 
but why and whither, really-! don't know .... 
And the Lord in heaven smiled 






In the prison of all lost hope the guards come to my cell, 
The creak of hinges, clang of bolts, are sounding my death knell. 
The brightness of this baneful day assails my prisoned eyes, 
It is the last sun I will see in my J udean skies. 
"Rise, Barabbas, and harken to a great change in thy fate, 
Rome's Pilate hath. restored to thee thy citizen's estate." 
They strike the shackles from my wrists, I stand as paralyzed, 
My soul seems like a ghostly thing, as if from death I rise. 
But wait, what do I now behold upon the dusty road, 
A man in sweat beneath a cross, all cut by lash and goad. 
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Through snarling packs of human wolves He stumbling makes His 
way, 
A man condemned by hollow trial and crucified today. 
They have crowned Him with stubborn thorns, I do not know His 
name, 
I know if were it not for Him the thorns would be my shame. 
They nail Him to a bleak hard cross upon grim Calvary, 
In anguish He now takes my place on the accursed tree. 
And then He speaks to One alone, His words ring clear and true, 
"Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do." 
Oh God of my forgotten youth, this man in blood now laved 
Is Christ the Lord, Thy only Son, through Him the world is saved! 
OTis JosLYN 
Motion Picture 
THE CRESSET evaluates one of the world's most powerful forces 
L Ess than a baker's dozen of the many fictional films released 
by United States motion-picture 
studios in 1945 were serious con-
tenders for the annual best-film 
award of the New York film crit-
ics. Quickly the list was narrowed 
down to two pictures-The Lost 
Weekend (Paramount, Billy Wil-
der) and Story of G.l. ]oe (United 
Artists, William Wellman). The 
Lost Weekend won out on the 
first ballot. I feel sure that every-
one who has seen this superb film 
will whole-heartedly endorse the 
decision of the New York critics. 
It is fitting and logical, too, that 
Mr. Wilder's brilliant and sensi-
tive direction won for him the 
coveted best-director's award and 
that Ray Milland's fine artistry in 
the principal role was declared 
the best performance of the year. 
The Lost Weekend is an un-
usual film. It is entirely possible 
that it may come to be regarded 
as a milestone in cinema develop-
ment; for here, amazingly enough, 
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Producer Charles Brackett and 
Director Wilder have permitted 
the camera to tell a story in terms 
that are almost wholly visual. Dia-
logue, mood music, and sound ef-
fects have been admirably subordi-
nated to the story which the cam-
era tells. Adapted for the screen 
from Charles Jackson's blunt and 
terrifying study of the case history 
of a confirmed alcoholic, The Lost 
Weekend conveys with over-
whelming realism the terror, the 
anguish, the degradation, and the 
despair of a man who tries to find 
in alcohol release and relief from 
a tormenting sense of failure and 
frustration. The tragic and sordid 
events of a long weekend given 
over to drunkenness build up to 
a nightmarish climax in which the 
unhappy victim suffers an attack 
of delirium tremens. Up to this 
point the picture is honest, forth-
right, and intensely gripping; but 
it is regrettable that one of the 
finest films of recent years should 
have been weakened by an un-
I 
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convincing and oversimplified 
ending. Mr. Milland is supported 
by a splendid cast featuring Jane 
Wyman and Philip Terry. In spite 
of its depressing theme The Lost 
lVeekend is a fascinating adult 
film. It is also a sound and elo-
quent treatise on the evils of in-
temperance. 
Three days before its scheduled 
opening on Broadway Scarlet 
St1·eet~ a Universal release, was 
peremptorily banned by the Bo~d 
of Review of the Motion Picture 
Division of the New York State 
Department of Education. Scarlet 
Street had been passed by the 
Johnston (formerly the Hays) Of-
fice and by the censorship boards 
in six other states, and it had been 
given an "objectionable in part" 
rating by the Catholic Legion of 
Decency. I heartily concur in the 
New York board's verdict that Scar-
let Street is "immoral, indecent, 
and corrupt." I should like to add 
that it is also dull, obvious, un-
distinguished, and unconvincing. 
Joan Bennett and Edwardi G. 
Robinson are the stars in Pro-
ducer-Director Fritz Lang's feeble 
little tale of illicit love. Dan Dur-
yea is cast as the unscrupulous 
petty <;rook who becomes the vic-
tim of a miscarriage of justice. It 
seems to me that there can be no 
justification-either from an artis-
tic or a moral standpoint-for the 
production of films of this type. 
Rhapsody in Blue (Warner 
Bros., Irving Rapper) deepened 
my grudge of long standing 
against the makers of so-called 
biographical films. Actually we 
have had only a few genuine 
screen biographies. Too often pro-
ducers and directors ignore or 
play down the real and important 
happenings in the life of a fa-
mous person; too often they de-
stroy or distort the very qualities 
which are individual and distinc-
tive. There is a standard Holly-
wood mold, and every character is 
mercilessly and ruthlessly pressed 
into this mold. The life~story of 
George Gershwin could have been 
made into a magnificent film. All 
the necessary ingredients are there 
-the music which came from the 
rich inventiveness and the force-
ful spirit of the man, the colorful 
era in which he lived and worked, 
and his relationship to that era. 
All this could and should have 
been portrayed with honesty and 
simplicity. Instead, we have been 
given a gushy, sweetly sentimental 
rags-to-riches chronicle-a chroni-
cle dotted with entirely too many 
fancy montage shots. The spine-
tingling music of Gershwin is 
there; but it is always used to bol-
ster up an inane plot. This is a 
poor tribute to the famous Ameri-
can of whom Arnold Schonberg 
spoke these glowing words in a 
memorial broadcast: 
George Gershwin was one of this 
rare kind of musicians to whom music 
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is not a matter of more or less ability. 
Music to him was the air he breathed, 
the food which nourished him, the 
drink that refreshed him. Music was 
what made him feel, and music was 
the feeling he expressed. Directness of 
this kind is given only to great men, 
and there is no doubt that he was a 
famous composer. What he achieved 
was not only to the benefit of a na-
tional American music but also a con-
tribution to the music of the whole 
world. 
Expert direction, fine acting, 
and beautiful photography make 
They Were Expendable (M-G-M, 
John Ford) an outstanding war 
picture. Translated to the screen 
from William L. White•s best 
seller, They Were Expendable re-
calls the dark and disastrous 
months which followed the attack 
on Pearl Harbor. The gallantry 
and the devotion of American 
men and boys-so freely expend-
able on land, on the sea, and in 
the air-did much to turn the tide 
in our favor. The time which has 
elapsed since V-J Day is short 
when it is measured in days, 
weeks, and months; yet it seems 
to have been long enough to blur 
and dim not only the sacrifices 
of our armed services but the very 
values for which we fought a 
long and costly war. 
A short film prepared and dis-
tributed by Warner Bros. should 
shake us out of our lethargy. Hit-
ler Lives is brutal, ugly, and de-
pressing. Nevertheless, I am con-
vinced that every adult citizen of 
every nation would profit from 
seeing it-not to foster or intensify 
in him hatred for any one nation 
but to give an understanding of 
the misery, the brutality, and the 
destruction which grew out of a 
creed which ignored, or denied, 
the precepts of God and the in-
herent, God-given rights of man. 
Having seen the appalling fate of 
Germany under the yoke of N az-
ism, we should pledge ourselves 
to steadfast and unrelenting op-
position to any and all subversive 
forces which seek to sow and cul-
tivate seeds of intolerance, bigotry, 
and dissension in our country. 
What Now, Corporal Hargrove? 
(M-G-M, Richard Thorpe) lacks 
the freshness, the sparkle, and the 
engaging drollery of its predeces-
sor, See He're, Private Hargrove. 
From start to finish it smacks of 
Hollywood. It is mildly amusing. 
Stork Club (Paramount) pro-
vides Betty Hutton with the type 
of vehicle best suited to her 
boisterous, razzle-dazzle song-and-
dance routine. Sometimes the 
ebullient energy demanded of 
Miss Hutton by silly scripts bor-
ders on the pathological. 
Spellbound (United Artists, Al-
fred Hitchcock) is a pretentious 
screen adaptation of Francis Bee-
ding's novel, The House of Dr. 
Edwardes. It bears the authentic 
Hitchcock stamp, which is an-
other way of saying that Spell-
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bound is an engrossing melo-
drama far superior in every way 
to the average pseudo-scientific 
psychological thriller. Ingrid Berg-
man and Gregory Peck head a 
thoroughly competent cast. The 
settings are excellent-especially 
the dream sequences. 
Murder, mystery, treason, and 
what-have-you fail to disturb 
"Baby" Lauren Bacall's dead-pan 
composure in Confidential Agent 
(\Varners, Herman Shumlin), an 
uninspired screen presentation of 
Graham Greene's absorbing anti-
fascist novel. :Miss Bacall's artistic 
shortcomings are thrown into 
sharp relief by the polished per-
formances of Katina Paxinou, 
',Yanda Hendrix, and Victor 
Francen. Charles Boyer has been 
seen to better advantage. 
If you like romance, music, col-
or, action- and Dorothy Lamour, 
Masquerade in Mexico (Para-
mount, Mitchell Leisen) should 
aiiord you an hour of pleasant 
entertainment. That is as much 
enthusiasm as I can muster for a 
routine musical film. 
I am even less enthusiastic 
about johnny Angel (RKO-Radio, 
Edwin L. Marin). Claire Trevor 
and Hoagy Carmichael stand out 







May I take this opportunity to state 
my heartiest appreciation to your staff 
for publishing such a splendid maga-
zine. Having met your editor some 
years ago, I can truthfully say that the 
magazine is a worthy supplement to 
his own Christian doctrines; and I 
wish to say that it will certainly have 
a prominent place in my home when 
I return. 
CPL. RoBERT E. WEILER 
South Pacific 
Sir: 
Happily, The CRESSET seems to im-
prove with each issue. My copy is 
read each month by Protestants, Cath-
olics, and agnostics with enjoyment. 
It is truly a gem. 
A. G. WAGNER 
U .S.S. Guns ton Hall 
Suggestions 
Sir: 
Within easy reach of my study desk 
is a row of bound CRESSET magazines, 
all you have ever printed. Your maga-
zine is a delight and an inspiration. 
Won't you please do two things to 
make it easier for busy people to get 
the utmost good from your treasure: 
1. List the Check List of Books Re-
viewed alphabetically by authors, and 
then note after each title the month 
of CRESSET in which it was reviewed. 
2. Give us a printed index with 
each annual volume. The mimeo-
graphed index to the first three vol-
umes was splendid, but what I am 
hungry to possess is a printed index 
at the end of each bound volume. 
Thanks for a great magazine-just 
help your readers with better index-
ing and we can find your treasures 
when we want to refer to them later. 
(REv.) HENRY SCHERER 
Los Angeles, Calif. 
Communism Is Not the Answer 
Sir: 
I have just received and completed 
reading the November issue of The 
CRESSET. Chaplain Victor C. Frank's 
letter on communism leaves me dazed 
and perturbed. I too have seen the 
"abject serfdom" of the people living 
under the yoke of Roman Catholicism 
and capitalistic exploitation. It exists 
out here in the Philippines on a large 
scale. There's no doubt about it. 
But to offer communism as the so-
I 
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lution to the problem is playing right 
into the hands of the Red propaganda 
machine. The good chaplain seems 
to forget that communism exacts a 
stiff price from the people for ma-
terial gain. Communism may redis-
tribute wealth, all right, but demands 
in return an enslaved personality in-
cluding the mind and the soul. Com-
munism has no regard for the sacred-
ness of personality. It dehumanizes 
the human. It strangles individuality. 
Communism forces the individual in-
to an artificial gTOove and makes of 
man a cog in a human machine. That, 
I believe, is the issue at stake. 
I believe, like the chaplain, that 
something should be done to lift the 
people •'beyond the brotherhood with 
the ox." I personally in the future 
shall support a plan for economic re-
org<wization which promises to over-
come "the antithesis of absolutism 
and individualism, even if such a plan 
implies a revolutionary transforma-
tion of the present social system and 
the liquidation of large vested in-
terests." 
What that plan is, I am unable to 
say. It hasn't emerged out of this war 
as yet, but is being molded in the 
States at the present time. I venture 
to predict that in finished form the 
plan will contain a little of both cap-
italism and socialism. 
I want my freedom! Let's have 
none of this communism! 
U.S. Navy 




T HIS month we offer our read-ers a feature article in some-
what lighter vein. Herbert Stein-
bach is a graduate of Valparaiso 
University and is presently on the 
staff of the Valparaiso Vidette-
Messenger. During the war he 
served in the Eu-
The Check List of books which 
appears in this issue reveals the 
interesting fact that no less than 
13 1 books were reviewed in these 
columns during the five-month pe-
riod of October, 1945, through 
February, 1946. Of these only 
about one-fifth 
ropean theater 
and for a time 
was editor of his 
division's news-
paper. The 
can be judged as 
having permanent 
value; the great 
majority are of 
the run-of-the-
mill variety. With 
the literary out-
put again on the 
increase, it is all 
the more impor-
tant.to be discrim-
inating in the 
choice of books. 
The CRESSET is 
pleased and hon-
ored to announce 
the appointment 
of Dr. H. B. Hem-
meter to its edi-
torial staff. Dr. 
Hemmeter has 
served the Luther-
an Church with 
distinction for 
more than half a 












and Herbert H. 
tion as a speaker, writer, and edu-
cator. For the past decade he 
served as president of Concordia 
Theological Seminary in Spring-
field, Illinois. He is now living in 
retirement in Pittsburgh. 
Umbach (Repent in Haste), both 
of Valparaiso University; Lillian 
L. Peters of the University of Chi· 
cago (I've Had It); and l.N. A. 
Poehler, pastor of Trinity Church, 
Minneapolis (Our Roving Bible). 
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